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Abstract

The Truncated Conformal Space Approach (TCSA) is a numerical technique for

calculating the spectrum of Hamiltonian operators in Quantum Field Theory which

are described as perturbations of Conformal Field Theories. The truncation errors

of the method have been systematically studied near the UV fixed point (when

the characteristic energy related to the coupling is less than the truncation cut-off)

where a good theoretical understanding has been achieved. However, numerically

the method has also demonstrated a good agreement with other results for much

larger values of the coupling, when the RG flow approaches a new fixed point in the

infrared. We investigate this regime for a number of boundary RG flows, testing the

leading exponent and truncation errors.

We study the ‘flows beyond’ the first fixed point which have been observed numeri-

cally but yet lack a theoretical understanding. We show that while in some models

such flows approximate reversed physical RG flows, in others, the spectrum ap-

proaches a stable regime that does not correspond to any local boundary condition.

In certain examples, multiple fixed points are passed as we increase the coupling.

We consider perturbations by irrelevant operators in an effort to control the quali-

tative behaviour of these flows and offer an explanation for their origin.

Furthermore we find that in general the flows beyond the first fixed point are very

sensitive to modifications of the truncation scheme. We consider modified trunca-

tion schemes both within and outwith the Truncated Conformal Space Approach to

investigate these effects.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Symmetry has always been a powerful and central tool in the study of the physical

world. Ancient civilisations built theories of the cosmos around the ‘perfect’ geome-

try of the circle whilst modern mathematicians and physicists are driven by a notion

of beauty in their search for understanding. Indeed, using symmetry to simplify a

difficult problem may seem an obvious route towards progress. However, in the 20th

Century, in particular, the role of symmetry became elevated, almost, to the level of

principle. This is largely due to Emmy Noether [1],[2] whose contribution to modern

theoretical and mathematical physics is still grossly unheralded outside of academic

circles. Noether’s theorem relating continuous symmetries and conserved quantities

placed the study of symmetry at the centre of efforts in theoretical physics for the

last century and a wealth of success has resulted in this approach: we can think of

our best descriptions of the fundamental particle interactions in which gauge sym-

metry plays a central role or the unification of the fundamental forces which have

historically arisen when some (usually broken) symmetry is restored at large enough

energies, suggesting that there may indeed be a unified description of physics con-

taining a large symmetry group.

Conformal symmetry has proven to be an incredibly rich hunting ground for math-

ematicians and physicists alike, combining a variety of interesting mathematical

ideas with a wide range of applicability in describing physical phenomena. Indeed,

Conformal Field Theory has been successful in describing a large array of physics

with applications in Statistical Physics, Condensed Matter, String Theory and more
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Chapter 1: Introduction

recently, via the AdS/CFT conjecture.

Conformal Field Theory really comes into its own in two dimensions, where the

local symmetry algebra is infinite placing many restrictions on the theory. Here

it is used to describe critical phenomena and is important in the theory of second

order phase transitions. An important development in describing such phenomena

was the discovery of universality (see for example [3], [4] and [5]): many different

physical systems are described by the same critical point. At these critical points,

knowledge of the underlying microscopic behaviour of the system is somehow for-

gotten by nature and the large scale behaviour is not dependent on the microscopic

description. This is an incredibly powerful statement and the type of simplification

that theoretical physicists dream of. If two systems are described by the same crit-

ical point, then they belong to the same universality class. Can CFT be used to

classify all universality classes of two-dimensional critical systems?

Any overview of CFT would be remiss if they did not mention the seminal paper

of Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov [6] which laid the foundations for much

of the modern study of the subject. Here, the authors combined the representa-

tion theory of the Virasoro Algebra, defined by Kac [7] and Feigin and Fuchs [8]

with a local operator algebra and constructed a class of exactly solvable Conformal

Field Theories, the famous minimal models. (The representation theory These min-

imal models were subsequently identified with various two dimensional statistical

models and their critical points. That Conformal Field Theories may be exactly

solvable realisations of Quantum Field Theory is an incredibly important point as

finding solutions to strongly coupled Quantum Field Theories is a notoriously dif-

ficult problem. Often-times, these exact solutions exist with little or no knowledge

of a Hamiltonian or a Lagrangian providing an alternative route into study which is

not available in more general Quantum Field Theories. The underlying principle of

this approach is the bootstrap hypothesis (see [9], [10] and [6] ,[11] for application to

Conformal Field Theory) where physicists try to solve a CFT using only the symme-

tries of the theory itself, without perturbation theory or other tools, using instead,

the associativity of the operator algebra of local fields. In recent years, this method

2



Chapter 1: Introduction

has had tremendous success, for example, in calculating the most precise numeri-

cal estimations of scaling dimensions of primary operators in the three dimensional

Ising model [31]. This is particularly impressive as other numerical methods such as

Monte Carlo simulations have been used for decades whilst this bootstrap approach

has only been implemented relatively recently.

Indeed, numeric approaches have had success elsewhere in Quantum Field The-

ory in recent years. Hamiltonian Truncation, and the Truncated Conformal Space

Approach in particular have had great success in studying Renormalisation Group

flows from conformal fixed points. Introduced by Yurov and Zamolodchikov in their

seminal work [42] (see [61] and references therein for a review of the method and

applications) TCSA provides a method for analysing the spectrum of perturbed

Conformal Field Theories and has the advantage over other methods of being light

on resources. It is possible to run a TCSA programme and achieve accurate results

on any standard laptop. However, whilst TCSA has proven to be successful, out-

side of the weak coupling limit there is little understanding as to why it works well.

Understanding the TCSA spectrum at strong coupling may contribute to our under-

standing of strong coupling physics and improve our ‘tool-kit’ for tackling problems

in this regime.

Should the reader still needed convincing, another reason for studying CFT is the

view that a general Quantum Field Theory may be considered as a conformal fixed

point of an RG Flow, plus a perturbing direction. In other words, understand-

ing Conformal Field Theory and renormalisation theory ([12], [13], [14], [15], [16],

[17]) amounts to understanding Quantum Field Theory more fully. Being able to

probe the Renormalisation Group using CFT and associated analytic and numeric

techniques is of great benefit. Indeed, the Renormalisation Group and effective field

theory descriptions of physics are active fields of research. Conformal Field Theories

are fixed points in the Renormalisation Group flow [30], thus punctuating theory

space, providing points of reference from which physicists may gain sure footing in

their explorations of physical phenomena. Conformal Field Theory can then help to

answer questions such as ‘what is the space of QFTs or CFTs?’ and ‘can we fully

map out this theory space?’ The Truncated Conformal Space Approach allows us

3



Chapter 1: Introduction

to analyse not just these conformal fixed points, but the entire RG flow.

The thesis is laid out as follows. Chapter 2 contains an overview of some relevant

theory for the work contained in future chapters. Working predominantly in two

dimensions, we introduce the main ideas of Conformal Field Theory and boundary

Conformal Field Theory. We briefly introduce the Ising and tricritical Ising models

in which the main work of this thesis is carried out and discuss the Renormalisation

Group including the Hamiltonian approach to renormalisation.

In chapter 3 the Truncated Conformal Space Approach is introduced. A detailed

algorithm is constructed here with some technical notes on its implementation. To

build a working programme for TCSA, one needs to build a basis of states and cal-

culate the matrix elements of the perturbed Hamiltonian. We detail explicitly how

such a programme may be constructed and provide some general guidance on its

implementation, including some helpful tips on optimisation.

In chapter 4, we discuss some generalities of the large coupling regime of the TCSA

spectrum, setting out our theoretical expectations for its asymptotic behaviour. We

lay the analytic groundwork for much of what follows in the subsequent chapters.

In particular, the behaviour of the spectrum around the IR fixed point is discussed

where we consider both the approach to the fixed point and describe a mechanism

which subsequently drives the RG flow away from this point. Both these features

will be considered in greater detail in chapters 5 and 6.

In chapter 5 we present the first application of the preceding work. The perturbed

boundary Ising and tricritical Ising models are introduced in detail. We use a free

fermion description for the Ising model and in the absence of such a description in

the tricritical Ising model, the Virasoro algebra is used. We analyse the RG flow

on approach to the infrared fixed point determining the exponent corresponding to

the leading irrelevant operator along which this approach occurs, in line with our

theoretical expectations as set out in chapter 4.

4



Chapter 1: Introduction

In chapter 6, we investigate the ‘flows beyond’ the IR fixed point. In TCSA the

IR fixed point is reached at finite coupling. Extending the coupling beyond this, the

spectrum remarkably rearranges itself again to approximate that of another fixed

point. We study these flows, testing the theoretical explanation provided in chap-

ter 4. Understanding this asymptotic behaviour is an intriguing problem: even the

‘simplest’ of examples of these flows is curious. For the boundary magnetic field

perturbation of the Ising model, we find an example flow beyond that seems to vi-

olate locality.

There are examples where this pattern of rearrangement continues, resulting in a

sequence of flows beyond. However, this sequence does not repeat ad infinitum:

it always has a definitive endpoint. We investigate this by considering irrelevant

perturbations of IR fixed points in an effort to control the qualitative behaviour of

the flow beyond and to produce a ‘no flow’ situation which may correspond to the

end of a sequence of flows arriving from the UV.

Of course, the flows, being unphysical, are an artefact of the truncation. Finally

then, we study how different truncation schemes may affect them. We present an-

alytic solutions to two models in a mode truncation scheme and consider modified

truncation schemes with TCSA in an effort to gain further understanding into trun-

cation effects and IR regularisation schemes.

We present our conclusions and some closing remarks in chapter 7.

5



Chapter 2

Introductory Material

In this chapter, we present a brief overview of some foundational subjects relevant

for this thesis. We begin with an introduction to Conformal Field Theory (CFT)

and boundary Conformal Field Theory (BCFT). A full review of these subjects is

beyond the scope of this thesis. Also, there exist many excellent reviews in the

literature of which a small selection are listed here:

• Conformal Field Theory, P. di Francesco and D. Sénéchal [18]: The ‘Yellow

book’ covers an astonishing amount of ground, introducing the foundational

theory and some more advanced applications. It has become the de facto

reference for the material.

• Applied Conformal Field Theory, P. Ginsparg [22]: An excellent and clear

introduction to the subject covering the foundational theory with some appli-

cations to statistical models.

• Conformal Invariance And Statistical Mechanics, J.L. Cardy [23]. A brief

introduction to CFT covering some of the main ideas of boundary CFT from

one of the masters of the subject.

• Lectures on CFT, J.Qualls [24]. A very readable introduction to the sub-

ject which includes some more modern ideas including an introduction to the

bootstrap approach.

We discuss the models which we will work with in this thesis: the Ising and tri-

critical Ising models. We introduce the unperturbed Quantum Field Theory (QFT)

descriptions leaving a more detailed presentation of the perturbed models until later

in chapters 5 and 6.

6



Chapter 2: Introductory Material

The final idea we introduce is that of the Renormalisation Group (RG) and the

Renormalisation Group flow. We discuss the space of field theories, conformal fixed

points and briefly outline the renormalisation procedure, introducing the beta func-

tion of the coupling and discussing the Schrieffer-Wolff method in the Hamiltonian

picture.

2.1 Conformal Field Theory

2.1.1 Conformal invariance in d-dimensions

As with many good stories in physics, we start with the spacetime metric tensor,

gµν(x), in d-dimensions. We will assume that our metric is Euclidean unless we

state otherwise. The conformal transformations that we study are those coordinate

transformations which leave the metric invariant up to a scale:

gµν(x)→ g′µν(x
′) = Ω(x)gµν(x). (2.1)

The group of such conformal transformations are those that preserve angles but not

necessarily lengths of two arbitrary curves which cross each other at some point. It

contains the Poincaré group along with dilatations and special conformal transfor-

mations. Consider an infinitesimal coordinate transformation in d dimensions, of

the form

x′µ = xµ + εµ(x) +O(ε2) (2.2)

where ε� 1. Such a transformation is conformal if it satisfies condition (2.1) which

is true provided the following relation is satisfied:

∂µεν + ∂νεµ =
2

d
(∂ · ε)gµν (2.3)

where ∂ · ε = ∂µεµ.

We assume, for simplicity that the metric gµν = ηµν where ηµν is the flat Euclidean

metric.

7



Chapter 2: Introductory Material

From equation (2.3), we can derive the explicit form of a conformal transformation:

εµ = aµ + bµνx
ν + cµνρx

νxρ (2.4)

where cµνρ is symmetric in the last two indices.

The constant term in equation (2.4) is unconstrained by equation (2.3). It de-

scribes infinitesimal translations of the form (c.f. equation (2.2)) x′µ = xµ + aµ for

which the generator is the momentum operator Pµ = −i∂µ.

In order to study constraints on the linear term, we substitute (2.4) into (2.3) to

find

bµν + bνµ =
2

d
(ηρσbρσ)ηµν . (2.5)

From this, we see that bµν may be split into symmetric and anti-symmetric parts:

bµν = αηµν +mµν (2.6)

where mµν = −mνµ. The symmetric term describes infintesimal scale transforma-

tions x′µ = (1+α)xµ with generator D = −ixµ∂µ whilst the anti-symmetric part de-

scribes infinitesimal rotations x′µ = (δµν+mµ
ν )xν with generator Lµν = i(xµ∂ν−xν∂µ),

the angular momentum operator.

Finally, we may consider the quadratic term in (2.4). Before proceeding, we need to

look at equation (2.3) again. By applying an additional derivative ∂ρ and permuting

indices we obtain the following equations:

∂ρ∂µεν + ∂ρ∂νεµ =
2

d
ηµν∂ρ(∂ · ε)

∂ν∂ρεµ + ∂µ∂ρεν =
2

d
ηρµ∂ν(∂ · ε)

∂µ∂νερ + ∂ν∂µερ =
2

d
ηνρ∂µ(∂ · ε)

(2.7)

8



Chapter 2: Introductory Material

Taking the sum of the last two equations and subtracting the first equation from

this we get the following

2∂µ∂νερ =
2

d
(−ηµν∂ρ + ηρµ∂ν + ηνρ∂µ)(∂ · ε). (2.8)

We may now substitute (2.4) into (2.8) which yields

cµνρ = ηµρbν + ηµνbρ − ηνρbµ where bµ =
1

d
cρρµ. (2.9)

The resulting transformation is the Special Conformal Transformation (SCT) x′µ =

xµ + 2(x · b)xµ − (x2)bµ which has the generator Kµ = −i(2xµxν∂ν − (x2)∂µ).

The finite transformations contained in (2.4) and their associated generators are:

Translations: x′µ = xµ + aµ Generator: Pµ = −i∂µ,

Rotations: x′µ = ωµνx
ν Generator: Lµν = i(xµ∂ν − xν∂µ),

Dilations: x′µ = λxµ Generator: D = −ixµ∂µ,

SCT: x′µ =
xµ − bµx2

1− 2~b · ~x+ b2x2
Generator: Kµ = −i(2xµxν∂ν − x2∂µ).

(2.10)

Details of how these arise from aµ, bµν and cµνρ may be found in [18]. The Poincaré

group and the dilations form a subgroup of this full d-dimensional group meaning

that a theory invariant under these transformations is not necessarily invariant under

the special conformal transformations. The generators obey the commutation rules

below, defining the conformal algebra.

9



Chapter 2: Introductory Material

[D,Pµ] = iPµ

[D,Kµ] = −iKµ

[Kµ, Pν ] = 2i(ηµνD − Lµν)

[Kρ, Lµν ] = i(ηρµKν − ηρνKµ)

[Pρ, Lµν ] = i(ηρµPν − ηρνPµ)

[Lµν , Lρσ] = i(ηνρLµσ + ηµσLνρ − ηµρLνσ − ηνσLµρ)

(2.11)

The conformal group in d-dimensions is isomorphic to SO(d+1,1) with 1/2(d+2)(d+1)

parameters [18].

2.1.2 Two-dimensional conformal invariance

The power of conformal invariance really comes into its own in two dimensions.

Looking again at the condition for an arbitrary transformation to be conformal,

(2.3), we see that in 2d it takes a special form, namely, that of the Cauchy-Riemann

equations

∂1ε1 = ∂2ε2, ∂1ε2 = −∂2ε1. (2.12)

This means that we have the full power of complex analysis at our disposal in two

dimensions. We therefore identify two dimensional Cartesian space with the complex

plane in the usual way, defining coordinates

z = x+ iy, z̄ = x− iy. (2.13)

Equation (2.12) implies that the 2d conformal transformations can be identified with

analytic coordinate transformations

z → f(z), z̄ → f̄(z̄), f ′(z) 6= 0. (2.14)

We choose a basis for the infinitesimal conformal transformations z → z̃ =

10
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z + ε(z) (and similarly for z̄) to be

z → z − anzn+1, z̄ → z̄ − ānz̄n+1 (2.15)

where n ∈ Z. These are generated by the operators

ln = −zn+1 d

dz
, l̄n = −z̄n+1 d

dz̄
(2.16)

satisfying the algebra

[ln, lm] = (n−m)ln+m, [l̄n, l̄m] = (n−m)l̄n+m,

with [ln, l̄m] = 0.

(2.17)

As ln and l̄m commute, the conformal algebra is a direct sum of two isomorphic

subalgebras satisfying (2.17). This justifies the use of z and z̄ as independent coor-

dinates. For notational convenience, we will frequently discuss only the holomorphic

dependence in what follows, dropping the anti-holomorphic contributions.

The conformal algebra is incredibly powerful in the context of 2d CFT where the in-

finite number of generators ln, l̄m place severe restrictions on the theory. The ln, l̄m’s

become the familiar Ln, L̄m’s of Virasoro fame, in a centrally extended algebra, once

we take conformal anomalies into account in Quantum Field Theory.

It is important to note that the algebra (2.17) cannot be extended to a globally

defined group of transformations1. It is a local symmetry algebra. A global well de-

fined group of invertible transformations can be realised with the generators l−1, l0, l1

and their anti-holomorphic counterparts, where in particular,

• l−1, l̄−1 generate the translations.

• (l0 + l̄0), i(l0 − l̄0) generate the dilatations and rotatations respectively.

• l1, l̄1 generate the special conformal transformations.

1In Euclidean space, that is. In Minkowski space, an extension to a globally defined group is
possible.
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The corresponding finite transformations form a group, the complex Möbius group

f(z) =
az + b

cz + d
, ad− bc = 1, a, b, c, d ∈ C (2.18)

which is isomorphic to the group SL(2,C)/Z2 where the quotient comes from the fact

that under a simultaneous sign change in a,b,c,d, the transformation is invariant.

2.1.3 Primary fields

Let’s now consider fields φ : H → H, familiar to us from the world of Quantum

field theory, which are operator valued distributions acting on some Hilbert space

H. When discussing field theory, the standard practice is to construct a suitable

basis of states and build the Hilbert space from tensor products of representations

built on this basis. We will discuss the structure of the Hilbert space in more detail

later, when we have acquired some additional machinery, where we will see that in a

Conformal Field Theory equipped with the Virasoro algebra, H may be decomposed

into irreducible representations of Virc ⊗ Virc, the product of left and right movers

of the Virasoro algebra with generators Ln, L̄n, n ∈ Z. First, though, we consider

the transformation properties of such a field under the conformal transformations.

We say that the field φ(z, z̄) has conformal dimensions (h, h̄) if, under scaling it

transforms as

φ(z, z̄)→ φ′(z, z̄) = λhλ̄h̄φ(λz, λ̄z̄). (2.19)

Such a field is called a primary field of dimension (h, h̄) if under a conformal trans-

formation it transforms as

φ(z, z̄)→ φ′(z, z̄) =
(∂f
∂z

)h(∂f̄
∂z̄

)h̄
φ(f(z), f̄(z̄)). (2.20)

If this transformation holds only for global conformal transformations, then the field

is called quasi-primary.

Under the infinitesimal conformal transformation z → z + ε(z), z̄ → z̄ + ε̄(z̄), the

transformation law (2.20) takes the form

12
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δε,ε̄φ(z, z̄) = ((h∂ε+ ε∂) + (h̄∂̄ε̄+ ε̄∂̄))φ(z, z̄) (2.21)

where ∂ = ∂z, ∂̄ = ∂z̄.

2.1.4 The stress-energy tensor

In any Quantum Field Theory, we may define the stress-energy tensor as a measure

of the susceptibility of the action to fluctuations in the metric:

T µν(x) = −2

g

δS

δgµν(x)
. (2.22)

Of course, calculation of the above requires knowledge of the action in the first place.

In a conformal field theory, however, we may make use of the large number of restric-

tions that conformal invariance places on the theory. Using the bootstrap approach,

it may be possible to completely determine the fundamental data of a CFT (the

spectrum of operators and their correlation functions) using only the symmetries of

the theory, with no knowledge of this action.

What can we say about the stress-energy tensor from conformal invariance alone?

On a Euclidean plane with metric ds2 = dzdz̄, conservation of the stress-energy

tensor, ∂µTµν , takes the following form:

∂z̄Tzz + ∂zTz̄z = 0,

∂zTz̄z̄ + ∂z̄Tzz̄ = 0.

(2.23)

On top of this, we have the scale invariance or traceless condition T µµ = 0 2, giving

Tzz̄ = Tz̄z = 0. (2.24)

Therefore, the stress-energy tensor splits into distinct holomorphic and anti-holomorphic

parts

T (z) = Tzz, T̄ (z̄) = Tz̄z̄ (2.25)

2See [18] for details on how this traceless condition arises from conservation of the current
associated to global scale invariance of T.
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where in Euclidean coordinates, these are related by complex conjugation. In

Minkowski space, they correspond to left and right moving modes and are truly

decoupled.

We may define a mode expansion for T(z) as the Laurent expansion

Ln =

∫
dz

2πi
zn+1T (z), (2.26)

where the contour encircles the origin. Cauchy’s theorem allows us to write the

holomorphic stress tensor as

T (z) =
∑
n∈Z

z−n−2Ln, (2.27)

where we have a similar definition for L̄n and T̄ (z̄).

2.1.5 Radial quantisation

Consider the infinite cylinder with coordinates w = τ + iσ, w̄ = τ − iσ and iden-

tify σ with σ + 2π where τ and σ represent Euclidean time and space coordinates

respectively. The conformal map from the cylinder to the plane is3:

z = exp (τ + iσ). (2.28)

Past infinity is mapped to the point z=0 on the plane and future infinity on the

cylinder is mapped to the point z=∞. Equal time surfaces are mapped to concentric

circles on the plane. The dilatation operator generates translations in the radial

time direction and as such acts as the Hamiltonian of the system. The dynamics

are described by the operator equation of motion

dΦ

dτ
= [H,Φ]. (2.29)

3For a general cylinder of circumference R, the map is z = exp(2πw/R).

14
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where Φ is some field operator of the theory. We can write this infinitesimally as

δλΦ = [λH,Φ] where H =

∫
dz

2πi
zT (z) = L0. (2.30)

H is the charge associated with the scaling current zT(z) arising from the dilatation

transformation with parameter ε(z) = λz. If we want to write a similar transforma-

tion law for a general conformal transformation, one should use

Tε =

∫
dz

2πi
ε(z)T (z). (2.31)

Inserting this into a commutator as above, we get the general transformation law

δε,ε̄Φ(w, w̄) =
1

2πi

∫
C
[dzε(z)T (z),Φ(w, w̄)] + [dz̄ε̄(z̄)T̄ (z̄),Φ(w, w̄)]. (2.32)

There is some ambiguity here as we have to determine whether w and w̄ are inside

the contour C. We will return to this expression later in section 2.1.7 once we have

introduced the operator product expansion and address this ambiguity.

2.1.6 Correlation functions

In two dimensions, conformal symmetry places a large set of restrictions on the

form of the correlation functions. Invariance under translations requires that the

two point function of two holomorphic quasi-primary fields is of the form:

〈φ(z1)φ(z2)〉 = G(z1, z2) ∼ g(z1 − z2). (2.33)

Invariance under dilatations implies that

g(z1, z2) =
C12

(z1 − z2)h1+h2
(2.34)

where the constant C12 can be fixed by normalising the fields. Finally, invariance

under the inversions adds a restriction on the conformal weights: h1 = h2 = h.

The two-point function of two arbitrary quasi-primary fields is therefore restricted
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to be of the following form4

< φ1(z1, z̄1)φ2(z2, z̄2) >=
C12

(z1 − z2)2h(z̄1 − z̄2)2h̄
(2.35)

which is zero if the conditions h1 = h2 = h, h̄1 = h̄2 = h̄ are not satisfied.

Similarly, the form of the three point function is restricted to be of the form

< φ1(z1, z̄1)φ2(z2, z̄2)φ3(z3, z̄3) >=
C123

zh123
12 zh231

23 zh312
13

.
1

z̄h̄123
12 z̄h̄231

23 z̄h̄312
13

. (2.36)

where zij = zi − zj, hijk = hi + hj − hk and similarly for z̄ij and h̄ijk. Again, C123

is some constant which may be fixed by normalisation of the fields. However, these

constants are non-trivial. They carry dynamical information about the operator

algebra of the CFT and may be related to the structure constants which we will

discuss in Chapter 5.

Unfortunately, correlation functions for four or more fields are not so simple and

they can not be restricted so completely. However, conformal invariance means that

we can write an arbitrary four point (and hence n-point via the OPE) function in

terms of the two and three point functions but it will in general be some function

of the cross ratio

η =
z12z34

z13z24

. (2.37)

The transformations (2.18) involve three independent complex parameters. It is,

therefore, always possible to conformally map three points z1, z2, z3 to any points of

our choosing. The best we can do then is to take, say z1, z2, z3, z4 = ∞, 1, η, 0 and

the four point function will have a general dependence on the cross ratio [18], taking

the form

G21
34(η, η̄) = lim

z1,z̄1→∞
z2h1

1 z̄2h̄1
1 〈φ1(z1, z̄1)φ2(1, 1)φ3(η, η̄)φ4(0, 0)〉 (2.38)

4See, [20] for more details.
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where we have defined

G21
34(η, η̄) = 〈h1, h̄1|φ2(1, 1)φ3(η, η̄) |h4, h̄4〉 (2.39)

It can be shown5 that G21
34 may be written in terms of analytic functions (and their

anti-analytic counterparts) known as conformal blocks.

G21
34(η, η̄) =

∑
p

Cp34Cp12F21
34 (p|η)F̄21

34 (p|η̄) (2.40)

Conformal blocks are important in modern applications of CFT, particularly in the

Conformal Bootstrap where a symmetry relation between them is used to solve the

theory. We use them only indirectly as part of a concrete method for calculating

the so-called fusion matrices in chapter 5 and so leave a fuller discussion for another

time.

2.1.7 The operator product expansion

We return our attention now to the general conformal transformation (2.32). In

order to be understood formally, we need to address the ordering ambiguity in the

operator product. This is nothing other than the usual ordering ambiguity that we

are familiar with in Quantum Field Theory, which is circumvented using Schwinger’s

time ordering prescription. Here, with states radially ordered and constant time

surfaces corresponding to concentric circles, we introduce a radial ordering on the

product:

R(A(z)B(w)) = A(z)B(w), if |z| > |w|

R(A(z)B(w)) = ±B(w)A(z), if |z| < |w|
(2.41)

5For a more detailed presentation of the conformal blocks see, for example,[18].
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where the negative sign in the second equation is only used when both A and B are

fermionic operators. This allows us to write (2.32) as

δε,ε̄Φ(w, w̄) = [Tε(z),Φ(w, w̄)] + anti-chiral term

= (

∫
|z|>|w|

−
∫
|z|<|w|

)
dz

2πi
ε(z)R(T (z)Φ(w, w̄)) + a.c term

=

∫
C(w)

dz

2πi
ε(z)R(T (z)Φ(w, w̄)) + a.c term

(2.42)

where now the contour encircles the point w in the z-plane as shown in figure 2.1.

0.

w.

∮
dz

− 0.

w.

∮
dz

=

.w

0.

∮
dz

Figure 2.1: Evaluation of the contour integral for radially ordered products of oper-
ators.

The integral is only non-vanishing if there is a singularity in the operator product

which by Cauchy’s residue theorem contributes a value of the residue at the pole.

We are led to define the operator product expansion (OPE) which allows us to write

the radially ordered product of local fields as a sum over fields and their derivatives.

It provides an algebraic product structure on the space of quantum fields. Wilson’s

general OPE takes the form [32]

A(z)B(w) ∼
∑

∆

C∆(z − w)O∆(w) (2.43)

where the operators O∆(w) form a complete set and due to translational invariance,

the coefficients depend only on the separation of the two operators. Products of

the form (2.43) are understood to be valid within the Green’s function with other

elementary operators of the theory:

lim
z→∞

〈
R
(
A(z)B(w)−

∑
∆

C∆(z − w)O∆(w)
)
Φ1(w1) · · ·Φn(wn)

〉
= 0 (2.44)
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We can then use (2.32)/(2.42) and (2.21) to construct the OPE of the stress-energy

tensor and a primary field. Indeed, equating these two expressions for the variation

of a field, we have

((h∂ε+ ε∂) + a.c term)Φ(w, w̄) =
1

2πi

∫
dzε(z)R(T (z)Φ(w, w̄)) + a.c term. (2.45)

Using the contour integrals

h∂wε(w)Φ(w, w̄) =
1

2πi

∮
C(w)

dz
hε(z)

(z − w)2
Φ(w, w̄),

ε(w)∂wΦ(w, w̄) =
1

2πi

∮
C(w)

dz
ε(z)

z − w
∂wΦ(w, w̄)

(2.46)

we can infer the form of the radial product to be

R(T (z)Φ(w, w̄)) =
h

(z − w)2
Φ(w, w̄) +

∂w
(z − w)

Φ(w, w̄) + Φ(−2)(w, w̄)

+ (z − w)Φ(−3)(w, w̄) + · · ·

(2.47)

where the ellipses denote an infinite number of other regular terms. In future,

we drop the R symbol and consider the OPE as shorthand for a radially ordered

product. We therefore write the OPE of a primary field of conformal dimension

(h, h̄) with the stress-energy tensor as

T (z)Φ(w, w̄) =
h

(z − w)2
Φ(w, w̄) +

∂w
(z − w)

Φ(w, w̄) + · · ·

T̄ (z̄)Φ(w, w̄) =
h̄

(z̄ − w̄)2
Φ(w, w̄) +

∂w̄
(z̄ − w̄)

Φ(w, w̄) + · · ·

(2.48)

The non-singular terms occurring in (2.47) and (2.48) depend on local fields, called

descendants. These fields can be defined through integration:

Φ(−n)(w, w̄) = L̂−n(w)Φ(w, w̄) =

∮
w

dz

2πi
(z − w)−n+1T (z)Φ(w, w̄). (2.49)

The L̂n(w)’s that appear here are the operators which appear in the expansion of
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the stress-energy tensor (2.27), this time, around the point w instead of the origin

as was seen previously. In particular, we have

L̂0(z)Φ(z, z̄) = hΦ(z, z̄), L̂−1(z)Φ(z, z̄) = ∂zΦ(z, z̄)

L̂n(z)Φ(z, z̄) = 0 n ≥ 1.

(2.50)

The argument of the L̂n operators is always the same as the field it is acting on.

It is therefore safe (and common practice) to omit the argument of this operator

whilst keeping the argument of the field explicit. We can build an infinite set of

such descendant fields by repeated application of the L̂−n(z)’s to the primary fields.

We see from expression (2.48) that we may determine the conformal weights h, h̄, of

a primary field from the OPE with the stress-energy tensor components T, T̄ , where

they appear as the coefficient of the singular ∼ 1
z2 term. The OPE of the stress

tensor with itself is written in shorthand format as

T (z)T (w) =
c/2

(z − w)4
+

2T (w)

(z − w)2
+
∂wT (w)

(z − w)
+ · · · (2.51)

where we do not show the regular terms. The stress-energy tensor is a quasi-primary

field of weight h=2. The constant term, c, is the central charge or conformal

anomaly. We will discuss this in more detail in section (2.1.8).

.w1

.w2.w3

.w4
.w5

= .w1

.w2.w3

.w4 .w5

Figure 2.2: Deformation of contour in equation (2.52).

We can put all this together now and consider the correlator of the stress-energy

tensor with any number of primary operators, where we deform the contour en-

circling all operator insertions into a sum of terms with contours encircling single
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operator insertions at points wi as shown in figure 2.2:

〈 ∮
0

dz

2πi
ε(z)T (z)Φ1(w1) · · ·Φm(wm)

〉
=

m∑
j=1

〈
Φ1(w1) · · ·

( ∮
wj

dz

2πi
ε(z)T (z)Φj(wj)

)
· · ·Φm(wm)

〉

=
m∑
j=1

〈
Φ1(w1) · · · δεΦj(wj) · · ·Φm(wm)

〉
.

=
m∑
j=1

〈
Φ1(w1) · · · [ε(wj)∂ + h∂ε(wj)]Φ(wj) · · ·Φm(wm)

〉
.

(2.52)

where we have used the known transformation laws of a primary field (2.21) and

(2.42). Making use of equations (2.46) and noting that the RHS of the above equa-

tion is valid for arbitrary ε(z) and an arbitrary contour, we may now write down

the conformal Ward identity:

〈T (z)Φ1(w1) · · ·Φm(wm)〉 =
m∑
j=1

[ hj
(z − wj)2

+
1

z − wj
∂

∂wj

]
〈Φ1(w1) · · ·Φm(wm)〉

(2.53)

From equations (2.53) and (2.49) we can derive an important relation for the cor-

relators of descendant fields with a string of primary fields, thus determining the

physical properties of the descendants from the associated primaries. Taking X =

φ1(w1) · · ·φN(wN), we have

〈Φ(−n)(w)X〉 =
1

2πi

∮
w

dz(z − w)1−n〈T (z)Φ(w)X〉

= − 1

2πi

∮
{wi}

dz(z − w)1−n
∑
i

{ 1

z − wi
∂wi〈Φ(w)X〉+

hi
(z − wi)2

〈Φ(w)X〉}

≡ L−n〈Φ(w)X〉 n ≥ 1,

(2.54)

where we define

L−n =
∑
i

{ (n− 1)hi
(wi − w)n

− 1

(wi − w)n−1
∂wi}. (2.55)
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We have reduced the calculation of correlation functions involving descendant fields

to the application of the differential operator, L−n, to a correlation function involving

only primary fields.

Of course, there are descendant fields which are more complicated than Φ(−n),

involving a number of Virasoro modes acting on our some state |h〉. These are

defined recursively:

Φ(−k,−n)(w) = (L̂−kL̂−nΦ)(w)

=
1

2πi

∮
w

dz(z − w)1−kT (z)(L̂−nΦ)(w).

(2.56)

Likewise, we may of course consider correlators such as 〈Φ(−n)(z)Φ(−m)(w)〉 contain-

ing more than one descendant. However, the message remains the same: correlation

functions involving descendant fields may be reduced to correlation functions of

primary fields.

2.1.8 Virasoro algebra and the central charge

By considering the action of successive operators L̂n to the field Φ [19], we can derive

the Virasoro algebra

[L̂n, L̂m] = (n−m)L̂n+m +
c

12
n(n2 − 1)δn+m,0 (2.57)

Recalling that the operators Ln appearing in the mode expansion of the stress-energy

tensor are simply the L̂n operators at the origin Ln = L̂n(0), we note that they also

obey the Virasoro algebra. The second term is the central extension of the algebra,

a term which commutes with all symmetry operators (and in this particular case,

all operators in the theory). It is called the central charge of the theory and in

some sense measures the number of degrees of freedom of the CFT. It shows up in

the OPE of the stress tensor with itself. If we take an infinitesimal version of this

OPE, we can look at how the stress tensor transforms under an arbitrary conformal
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transformation.

δεT (w) = [Tε, T (w)] =

∮
w

dzε(z)T (z)T (w)

= [ε(w)∂w + 2∂wε(w)]T (w) +
c

12
∂3
wε(w)

(2.58)

which can be integrated to a finite transformation z=f(w) of the form:

T (z)→ T ′(w) =
( dz
dw

)2

T (z) +
c

12
S(z, w), (2.59)

where S(z,w) is the Schwartzian derivative, S(z, w) = [∂wz∂
3
wz − 3

2
(∂2
wz)2]/(∂wz)2.

Under an arbitrary conformal transformation, the stress tensor picks up an anoma-

lous term proportional to the Schwartzian derivative. Choosing the conformal trans-

formation taking us from the cylinder to the plane, we find the following:

Tcyl(z) = z2Tpl(z)− c/24. (2.60)

Substituting the mode expansion of T we find

Tcyl(z) =
∑
n∈Z

Lnz
−n − c/24 (2.61)

and in particular

Lcyl
0 = Lpl

0 − c/24 (2.62)

which will be important later when discussing TCSA on the strip. It also allows us

to think of the central charge as representing the Casimir energy.

2.1.9 The state operator correspondence and highest weight

representations

The conformal (‘in’-)vacuum, which we define as |0〉 is always SL(2,C) invariant.

It must therefore be annihilated by the generators of the global conformal group

L−1, L0, L1 (and their anti-holomorphic counterparts). In fact, there are more con-
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straints on the vacuum. In particular

Ln |0〉 = 0, L̄n |0〉 = 0, n ≥ −1 (2.63)

which also recovers the condition that T (z), T̄ (z̄) are regular as z, z̄ → 0 (c.f. eqn

(2.27)). The vacuum state may be formally introduced as the insertion of the unit

operator at the origin z, z̄ = 0 as this corresponds to the infinite past in the radially

quantised picture, as discussed previously. It is then natural to define an asymptotic

‘in-state’ by applying the operators in the CFT to this vacuum state.

|Ain〉 = lim
z,z̄→0

A(z, z̄) |0〉 . (2.64)

In order to introduce ‘out-states’, we can naturally define

〈Aout| = lim
w,w̄→0

〈0|A′(w, w̄). (2.65)

where we have defined the state in a coordinate system where w → 0 corresponds

to taking a point at infinity. We now relate A(z,z̄) and A′(w,w̄) via the conformal

mapping w → z = 1/w, which takes the point at infinity to the origin, under which,

the field A transforms as

A′(w, w̄) = (−w−2)h(−w̄−2)h̄A(1/w, 1/w̄). (2.66)

We may now define the CFT out-states as6

〈Aout| = lim
z,z̄→∞

〈0|A(z, z̄)z2hz̄2h̄, (2.67)

with 〈Aout| = |Ain〉†, the adjoint operator, defined as7

A(z, z̄)† = A(
1

z
,
1

z̄
)

1

z2h

1

z̄2h̄
. (2.68)

6There is a subtlety here. Writing w = |w|eiχ, the coefficient in (2.66) may be written as
( 1
|w|2 e

−2iχ+iπ)h( 1
|w̄|2 e

2iχ−iπ)h̄ = (e−2iχ+iπ)(h−h̄). Therefore, the out-states are defined as per eqn

(2.67) up to a spin dependent phase. In the A-series minimal models that we consider, the primaries
are spinless and this subtlety is avoided. This is also the case if the spin is integer or half-integer.
In other scenarios however, this needs to be considered.

7This is true only for self-conjugate fields. The most general relation would be Aα(z, z̄)† =
CβαAβ(1/z, 1/z̄)z−2hz̄−2h̄.
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The primary states may be defined as the application of the primary fields φ(z, z̄)

to the vacuum in the natural way:

|h, h̄〉 = lim
z,z̄→0

φh,h̄(z, z̄) |0〉 (2.69)

Application of the OPE between T(z) and the primary field φ (2.48) demonstrates

that the primary states are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian:

[Ln, φ(w, w̄)] =

∮
dz

2πi
zn+1T (z)φ(w, w̄)

=

∮
dz

2πi
zn+1

[hφ(w, w̄)

(z − w)2
+
∂φ(w, w̄)

z − w
+ · · ·

]
= h(n+ 1)wnφ(w, w̄) + wn+1∂φ(w, w̄)

(2.70)

where the dots represent further regular terms. From this, we see

L0 |h, h̄〉 = h |h, h̄〉 , L̄0 |h, h̄〉 = h̄ |h, h̄〉 ,

Ln |h, h̄〉 = 0, L̄n |h, h̄〉 = 0, n > 0.

(2.71)

These equations define the so-called highest weight states. Representations of the

Virasoro algebra built on these highest weight states are called Verma modules.

Verma modules are characterised by the central charge and the conformal dimensions

of the highest weight state upon which it is built. The Virasoro operators, L±n, act

as raising and lowering operators familiar from Quantum Field Theory. Indeed, from

the commutator

[L0, L−n] = nL−n (2.72)

we see that we can build excited states from |h〉 by successive application L−n:

L−k1 · · ·L−kn |h〉 (2.73)

where we order the modes such that k1 ≤ · · · ≤ kn. These are the descendant states

at level N. The weight of such a state is h+N where N=k1 + · · · kn. The descendant
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states may also be realised by the application of the descendant fields on the vacuum:

L−n |h〉 = L−n(φ(0, 0) |0〉) = (L̂−nφ(0, 0)) |0〉 = Φ(−n) |0〉 . (2.74)

2.1.10 Hilbert space and representations

We now want to discuss the structure of the Hilbert space of the CFT in a little

more detail. CFTs can be built on linear combinations of the primary fields and

their descendants. In constructing Verma modules like this, it is possible that some

linear combination of descendant states, say |χ〉, satisfies the highest weight state

condition:

L−n |χ〉 = 0, for n > 0. (2.75)

The state |χ〉 is then simultaneously a primary and a descendant. These states are

known as null states or singular vectors. The state |χ〉 is also a highest weight state.

It forms a sub representation inside the original Verma module and is orthogonal to

the entire Verma module. This is easily seen through Hermitian conjugation of the

inner product of |χ〉 with some basis state:

〈χ|L−k1 · · ·L−kn |h〉 = 〈h|Lkn · · ·Lk1 |χ〉
† = 0. (2.76)

This extends naturally to the descendants of null states also. To construct an irre-

ducible representation of the Virasoro algebra, we remove all such states from the

Verma module.

Other states of interest in CFTs are the negative normed states, the presence of

which spoils unitarity8 and violates the Hilbert space axioms. Inner products of the

form

〈h1|Lk̃1
· · ·Lk̃mL−k1 · · ·L−kn |h2〉 (2.77)

depend on the conformal weight h and the value of the central charge (occurring

through the application of the Virasoro algebra during explicit calculation). De-

manding the theory be unitary places large restrictions on the allowed values of h

8Representations of the Virasoro algebra are said to be unitary if they contain no negative norm
states.
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and c. Generally, in order to investigate unitarity, we can consider the Gram matrix,

G, of inner products between all basis states. This matrix is block diagonal with

the inner product of states at different Virasoro level vanishing. As G is Hermitian,

it can be diagonalised. Therefore, we can learn something about the structure of

the state space via the determinant of this matrix, which equals the product of its

eigenvalues. In particular:

• If the determinant is zero, there are null vectors in the basis.

• If the determinant is negative, there are (an odd number of) states of negative

norm in the basis and the theory is non-unitary.

• If the determinant is positive, more work is needed to determine whether

unitarity is violated.

There exist a general formula, due to Kac [29], for the calculation of this determinant:

detG(l) = αl
∏

r,s≥1rs≤l

[h− hr,s(c)]p(l−rs) (2.78)

where G(l) is the Gram matrix of inner products of states at level l, p(l− rs) is the

number of integer partitions of l − rs and

αl =
∏

r,s≥1,rs≤l

[(2r)s2!]m(r,s)

m(r, s) = p(l − rs)− p(l − r(s+ 1)).

(2.79)

We choose the following representation (of which there are many) for the functions

hr,s(c)

hr,s(c) = h0 +
1

4
(rα+ + sα−)2,

h0 =
1

24
(c− 1),

α± =

√
1− c±

√
25− c√

24
.

(2.80)
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The Minimal Models

If α−
α+

is rational, we may write

pα− + qα+ = 0 (2.81)

where p and q are two coprime integers. In such theories the Verma module includes

an infinite number of null states [18]. If we remove all submodules associated with

such states, we are left with a finite set of operators. These theories are known as

Rational Conformal Field Theories, of which, a special class of such theories are the

famous minimal models. These models have a finite number of local fields with well-

defined scaling behaviour and contain only the conformal symmetries. The finite set

of conformal families (the set consisting of a primary field and all its descendants)

can be labelled by the Kac indices r, s where

1 ≤ r ≤ q, 1 ≤ s ≤ p. (2.82)

We shall denote a minimal model with integers p,q as M(p, q) and take p > q.

The Ising and Tricritical Ising models which are studied in this thesis are both

minimal models.

2.1.11 Fusion rules

We briefly introduce the idea of fusion in a CFT. The fusion rules determine which

conformal families, along with their multiplicities, have their primaries or descen-

dants appearing in the OPE of the other conformal families.

[φi]× [φj] ≈
∑
k

[φk] (2.83)

where [φi] represents the operators contained in the conformal family built on the

primary operator φi. The minimal models have a commutative and associative fusion

algebra taking the form

[φi]× [φj] =
∑
k

N k
ij[φk] (2.84)
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where N k
ij ∈ Z>0 are the fusion numbers and are equal to 0 or 1 for primary fields

in the minimal models. We may write the fusion rules for the minimal models as

φ(r,s) × φ(m,n) =
kmax∑

k=1+|r−m|
k+r+m=1 mod 2

lmax∑
l=1+|s−n|

l+s+n=1 mod 2

φ(k,l) (2.85)

where

kmax = min(r +m− 1, 2p′ − 1− r −m),

lmax = min(s+ n− 1, 2p− 1− s− n).
(2.86)

and k and l are incremented by 2. We will see these again when calculating the

three point functions for the tricritical Ising model.

2.2 Boundary Conformal Field Theory

We turn our attention now to Conformal Field Theories on bounded geometries.

Working first on the upper half plane (UHP), we place an arbitrary boundary con-

dition α along the real axis. That local conformal invariance must be preserved along

this boundary translates into a condition on the algebra of the Virasoro generators.

In particular, for the transformations z → z + ε(z) to be real on the boundary, ε(z)

must be real there (ε(z̄) = ε̄(z)) meaning that we have a single copy of the Virasoro

modes instead of the usual two distinct copies.

In order to derive the Ward Identities on the UHP, we begin with the analogue of

those on the plane:

δε,ε̄〈X〉 =
1

2πi

∮
C

dzε(z)〈T (z)X〉 − 1

2πi

∮
C

dz̄ε̄(z̄)〈T̄ (z̄)X〉. (2.87)

where the contour C encircles the origin and X = φh1h̄1
(z1, z̄1) · · ·φhnh̄n(zn, z̄n), a

product of local primary fields. In the full plane, ε(z) and ε̄(z̄) are independent

and we in fact have two equations giving the independent variations δε and δε̄. On

the UHP, the variations are related by complex conjugation and we have a single

identity. We take C to be a sufficiently large contour encompassing all points at

which the correlation functions are to be evaluated, usually a large semi-circle in
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the UHP which runs along a portion of the real axis.

x

T (z1)

z2
z̄3

T̄ (z4)

x

T (z1)

z2
z̄3

T (z1)

z2
z̄3

z∗3

T (z∗4)

Figure 2.3: Cardy’s doubling trick showing how points and operators in the UHP
are represented in the full plane.

To proceed, we use the ‘doubling’ trick of Cardy [27] (see Fig. 2.3). We consider

the dependence of the correlators in the UHP on coordinates z̄i as a dependence on

holomorphic coordinates z∗i = z̄i on the lower half plane (LHP). In effect, we are

introducing a mirror image of the system in the LHP via a parity transformation.

Moving across the boundary the tensors change accordingly, switching holomorphic

indices into anti-holomorphic ones and vice-versa: T (z∗) = T̄ (z), T̄ (z∗) = T (z), etc.

This is true provided that the gluing condition

T (z, z̄) = T̄ (z, z̄), z = z̄ ∈ R (2.88)

is satisfied along the boundary which is the statement that there is no energy or

momentum transfer across the boundary9. Indeed, if this boundary condition is

true, then the above statement concerning holomorphic indices of tensors is true by

analytic continuation.

With this machinery, we can write the conformal Ward identity as:

δε〈X〉 =
1

2πi

∮
C

dzε(z)〈T (z)X ′〉 (2.89)

where now we have X ′ = φh1(z1)φ̄h̄1
(z̄1) · · ·φhn(zn)φ̄h̄n(z̄n) with the fields split into

holomorphic and anti-holomorphic constituent parts φh, φ̄h̄ respectively. The corre-

lator of X on the UHP satisfies the same equation as the correlator of X ′ on the

whole plane, seen as a function of the holomorphic coordinates z1, · · · , zn, z∗1 , · · · , z∗n.

9As can be seen by writing the condition T (x) = T̄ (x) in Cartesian coordinates: Txy = 0.
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We move now, to the infinite strip of width L with coordinates σ, τ running across

and along the strip respectively. We place boundary conditions α, β on each side

of the strip at σ = 0, σ = L respectively and label the corresponding Hamiltonian

Hαβ. Eigenstates of Hαβ fall into irreducible representations of the Virasoro algebra.

We define niαβ as the number of times the irreducible highest weight representation

labelled by i occurs in the spectrum of Hαβ.

As shown in figure 2.4 we can map the strip to the UHP via the conformal mapping

w=L
π

ln z, where w = τ + iσ is the coordinate on the strip and z, the coordinate

on the UHP. When we do this, we will have a discontinuity at the origin, where

the boundary condition changes from α to β, corresponding to the insertion of a

boundary operator φ(αβ)(0) |0〉 acting on the vacuum. By the state-operator corre-

spondence, this is a boundary state with weight hαβ equal to the lowest value of i

with non-zero value of niαβ. By acting on such a state by other local operators we

get states in representations which have non-zero niαβ.

z

αβ

w = L
π

ln z
L

w

α

β

LT

w

α

β
ζ = e(−2πiw/T )

ζ

α

β

Figure 2.4: Maps between geometries.

Returning to the strip, we consider two different quantisation schemes to eluci-

date the above interpretation of boundary operators. We make the time direction of

the strip periodic and work on the geometry of the finite cylinder, of circumference

T and length L, with the inherited boundary conditions from the strip. We can

then construct the Hamiltonian generating translations in the time direction. This
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scheme is familiar in string theory as the open string channel. The second scheme for

quantisation relates to the closed string channel in which the boundary conditions

are encoded in the propagation of boundary states |α〉, |β〉.

Z from Hτ

Let’s first consider the quantisation in the time direction. We introduce the partition

function for the cylinder:

Zαβ = Tr(qHαβ) q = e2πiρ, (2.90)

where ρ = iT/2L is the modular parameter, the ratio of the two fundamental circles

on the torus. It is often labelled by τ in standard references, which we instead

reserve for the time coordinate on the strip.

We may write the partition function as

Zαβ =
∑
i

niαβχi(q) (2.91)

where χi(q) is the Virasoro character of the representation i: χi(q) = q−c/24Triq
L0 .

It is known that in the Rational Conformal Field Theories under the modular trans-

formation ρ→ −1/ρ the character of a representation transforms as

χi(q) =
∑
j

Sijχj(q̃), (2.92)

where q̃ = e−2πi/ρ and Sij is the modular S-matrix. In this case, the partition

function may then be written as

Zαβ(q) =
∑
ij

niαβSijχj(q̃). (2.93)

Z from Hσ

We now consider the second quantisation scheme. The modular transformation

discussed above interchanges the roles of T and L making it possible to change the

axes and consider the Hamiltonian generating translations in the σ direction. To

proceed, we map the cylinder to the plane. However, not the z-plane that we are
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used to, rather, the ζ-plane as shown in figure 2.4 via the conformal mapping:

ζ = exp (−2πiw/T ). (2.94)

The associated Hamiltonian is (c.f eqn (2.30) and the transformation (2.21))

Hσ =
2π

T
(Lζ0 + L̄ζ0 −

c

12
) (2.95)

where we have labelled the Hamiltonian with the σ index to differentiate it from

the previous Hamiltonians generating translations in the time direction and we have

labelled the Virasoro modes by the ζ index to make clear that these modes are in

the ζ-plane geometry.

In this ζ-plane, the boundary conditions are realised through the propagation of

boundary states, themselves realised by concentric circles. The propagation of the

boundary state |α〉 at the inner boundary, towards some final boundary state |β〉,

can be written using the partition function as

Zαβ(q) = 〈α| eLHσ |β〉

= 〈α| (q̃1/2)L
ζ
0+L̄ζ0−c/12 |β〉 .

(2.96)

Earlier, we detailed the condition for a conformal transformation to remain con-

formal on a bounded geometry: no energy can flow across the boundary. On the

cylinder, this condition becomes:

T cyl(0, t) = T̄ cyl(0, t), T cyl(L, t) = T̄ cyl(L, t). (2.97)

Mapping this condition to the ζ-plane using (2.20) implies that

T ζ(ζ)ζ2 = T̄ ζ(ζ̄)ζ̄2 (2.98)

leading to a constraint on the Virasoro modes acting on the boundary states |α〉,

|β〉:

(Lζn − L̄
ζ
−n) |α〉 = 0 (2.99)
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with a similar condition on |β〉. This is an important and restrictive constraint. The

general solution due to Ishibashi [28] is

|j〉〉 =
∑
n

|j;N〉 ⊗ U |j;N〉 (2.100)

where |j;N〉 is a holomorphic state belonging to the verma module labelled by j,

with N representing the different states within the module and U is an anti-unitary

operator satisfying

U |j;0〉 = |j;0〉
∗
, UL̄ζn = L̄ζnU. (2.101)

The physical boundary states satisfying (2.91) are the Cardy states. They are linear

combinations of the Ishibashi states, each associated with some Verma module

|α〉 =
∑
n

〈j |α〉 |j〉〉. (2.102)

With these states in our arsenal, we may rewrite the partition function as10

Zαβ(q) =
∑
i,j

〈α| i〉〉〈〈i|(q̃1/2)L
ζ
0+L̄ζ0−c/12|j〉〉〈〈j |β〉

=
∑
j

〈α| j〉〉〈〈j |β〉χj(q̃).
(2.103)

Comparing this equation with (2.93) we find

∑
i

Sijn
i
αβ = 〈α| j〉〉〈〈j |β〉 . (2.104)

From this equation we can identify the states

|0̃〉 =
∑
j

√
S0j|j〉〉,

|l̃〉 =
∑
j

Slj√
S0j

|j〉〉.
(2.105)

10Here, we restrict ourselves to diagonal theories where the partition function on the torus is a
diagonal combination the Virasoro characters Z =

∑
i χi(ρ)χi(ρ̄) - see [18] for further details.
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We can again apply (2.103) to find

∑
i

Sijn
i
k̃l̃

= 〈k̃| j〉〉〈〈j |l̃〉

=
SkiSlj
S0j

.

(2.106)

This is equivalent to the Verlinde formula relating the fusion numbers to the modular

S matrix [25]: ∑
i

SijN i
kl =

SkjSlj
S0j

. (2.107)

We therefore draw the conclusion that

ni
k̃l̃

= N i
kl. (2.108)

The number of times the representation i appears in the spectrum of the Hamiltonian

Hk̃l̃ is exactly the fusion coefficient N i
kl.

Let’s consider this more closely. Initially, we have the Hamiltonian Hl̃0̃ and the only

σ

0̃
|
t0 k̃

l̃

l N i
kl

t

Figure 2.5: Propagating modes on the infinite strip.

propagating states belong to the representation l. Let’s say at some time t0 then, we

change the boundary condition from (0̃, l̃) to (k̃, l̃). The propagating states are now

in the representation i of which there are N i
kl copies. We can simultaneously think

of this scenario in the boundary operator language where at time t0, a boundary

operator φ0̃k̃ has been applied to the states in the initial l representation. φ0̃k̃

transforms in the representation k of the Virasoro algebra. Its action on states in

the l representation is to produce states in a variety of other representations of which

representation i will occur nikl = N i
kl times according to the fusion rules.
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2.3 The Ising model

In these next sections, we introduce two applications of the above technology that

are well established in the literature: The Ising and tricritical Ising models.

The simplest non-trivial minimal model is the Ising model. It is the continuum

limit of the lattice spin model with lattice sites taking spin value σi = ±1. It is the

M(4,3) minimal model with central charge c=1/2 containing three primary fields:

the identity I, the Ising spin σ and the energy density ε, of conformal weights (0,0),

(1/16,1/16), (1/2,1/2) respectively. Denoting by φ(r,s) the field of weight hr,s, the

fields may be labelled by their Kac indices (see section 2.1.10) as:

I ⇐⇒ φ(1,1),

σ ⇐⇒ φ(2,2),

ε ⇐⇒ φ(2,1).

(2.109)

We label the conformal families for the primary operators as [σ], [ε] and [I]. Then,

as the non-vanishing operator products for members of a conformal family are de-

termined by the associated primaries, we may write down the following non-trivial

fusion rules (c.f. eqn (2.85)):

[σ]× [σ] = [I] + [ε],

[σ]× [ε] = [σ],

[ε]× [ε] = [I].

(2.110)

Of course, the Ising model is a model of the Virasoro algebra and hence has a

representation in terms of the Virasoro modes Ln. However, we may also recognise

it as the c=1/2 free fermion model which we outline here11.

The action describing free Majorana fermions in two dimensional Euclidean space

is

S =
1

2π

∫
d2x(ψ̄∂ψ̄ + ψ∂̄ψ) (2.111)

11More information on the relationship between the two descriptions is contained in section 5.1.1.
See also, e.g. [18].
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with classical equations of motion ∂ψ̄ = ∂̄ψ = 0 whose solutions are any holomorphic

and anti-holomorphic functions ψ(z), ψ̄(z̄).

Defining the stress-energy tensor T (z) = −2πTzz = −1
2

: ψ(z)∂ψ(z) :, the OPE of ψ

with T(z) is given by

T (z)ψ(w) =
1/2ψ(w)

(z − w)2
+
∂ψ(w)

z − w
+ · · · (2.112)

meaning that the fermion field has conformal weight 1/2.

The OPEs of ψ and T with themselves are

ψ(z)ψ(w) =
1

z − w
+ · · ·

T (z)T (w) =
1/4

(z − w)4
+

2T (w)

(z − w)2
+

∂T (w)

(z − w)
+ · · ·

(2.113)

where we see that the stress-energy tensor is a quasi-primary field of weight 2.

2.3.1 The boundary Ising model

The Ising Model on a Cylinder

If we place the theory on the cylinder with circumference L, we can take a mode

expansion of the field provided we account for the boundary conditions:

ψ(x) =

√
2π

L

∑
k

bke
−2πikx/L (2.114)

where the bk’s satisfy the usual canonical anti-commutation relations:

{b†j, bk} = δj,k, {b†j, b
†
k} = {bj, bk} = 0. (2.115)

There are two possibilities for the boundary conditions with the field being either

periodic or anti-periodic on the boundary:

ψ(x+ 2πL) = ψ(x)

ψ(x+ 2πL) = −ψ(x).

(2.116)
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The periodic case describes Ramond fermions with integer index in (2.114) and the

anti-periodic case describes Neveu-Schwarz (NS) fermions with half integer index.

The mode expansion in the Heisenberg picture may be written

ψ(x, τ) =

√
2π

L

∑
k

bke
−2πkw/L, w = τ + ix (2.117)

where bk = bk(0) and τ is Euclidean time.

Ising Model on the Plane

The cylinder is mapped to the plane by the map

z = e2πw/L (2.118)

where z,w are the coordinates on the plane and cylinder respectively. Under this

mapping the field transforms as

ψcyl(w) =

√
2πz

L
ψpl(z). (2.119)

The mode expansion on the plane, therefore, is

ψpl(z) =
∑
k

bkz
−k−1/2. (2.120)

The extra factor of -1/2 in equation (2.120) when compared with equation (2.117)

means that the meanings of the boundary conditions (2.116) have been interchanged:

Ramond fermions are now described by the anti-periodic case and NS fermions by

the periodic case.

2.4 The tricritical Ising model

The next simplest minimal model is the tricritical Ising model. As there is no

simple free field representation of the theory, we can use the Virasoro algebra. The

tricritical Ising model (TIM) is the A-type12 M(5,4) minimal model with central

12See [70] for details on the classification of the field content of the bulk minimal models.
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charge c = 7/10. It is the continuum limit of the lattice spin model with lattice

spins taking values -1, 0 and 1. The model has 6 primary bulk fields ψi with 6

associated conformal boundary conditions given by the Cardy construction. The

weights of the primary fields take values in the Kac table (with p = 5, p′ = 4):

h(r,s) =
1

4t
(d2 − (t− 1)2) with d = r · t− s, t = p/p′. (2.121)

Table 2.1 contains the notation for the primary states, their weights, common no-

tations for the corresponding boundary conditions (inspired by the boundary spin

interpretation) and the boundary primary fields that live on these boundary con-

ditions. Appendix B.1 contains the non-trivial fusion rules for the TIM. We often

label the weight of state hrs as (rs) or (r,s). Each may be used interchangeably in

what follows.

Primary Operator I ε ε′ ε′′ σ σ′

Virasoro Label (11) (12) (13) (31) (22) (21)
Conformal Weight ∆ 0 1/10 3/5 3/2 3/80 7/16
Notation for Cardy b.c. (-) (-0) (0+) (+) (d) (0)
Boundary Fields I I,ε′ I,ε′ I I,ε,ε′,ε′′ I, ε′′

Table 2.1: Table of notation for the tricritical Ising model.

As detailed before, the L0 operator generates dilations in the radial direction

and hence acts as the Hamiltonian of the system, which, on the strip is given by:

H =
π

L
(L0 − c/24). (2.122)

For TCSA on the strip the representation of L0 that is realised depends on the

boundary conditions on either side of the strip. Labelling the boundary conditions

s, s′ at σ = 0, σ = L, the Hilbert space consists of states

H(s,s′) =
⊕
i

N i
s,s′Hi. (2.123)

States in Hi are obtained as Virasoro descendants of the primary field ψi through

the application of Virasoro modes L−n:

L−k1 . . . L−kn |ψi〉 ki > 0.
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2.5 Perturbed Conformal Field Theory and the

Renormalisation Group

Imagine a space of Quantum Field Theories, with each point in theory space cor-

responding to some description of physics. What structure may we place on such

a space? Are there theories or classes of theories which are related to each other?

Can we find quantities which are related across these classes? Perhaps it is possible

to find new descriptions of physics from some known point of understanding?

We can begin to answer such questions by considering the Renormalisation Group.

The theory of renormalisation is now standard material and there are many excel-

lent resources (see, for example, [34], [35]). We present a short introduction to the

key ideas, mirroring the argument presented in [36].

Let’s say we have a Quantum Field Theory defined by the following action

SΛ0 [ϕ] =

∫
ddx

[
1

2
∂µϕ∂µϕ+

∑
i

Λd−di
0 gi0Oi(x)

]
(2.124)

where the operators Oi are made up of powers of the field ϕ and its derivatives. We

have put explicit reference to some energy scale Λ0 in the equation such that the

couplings gi0 are dimensionless. We can define a regularised partition function

ZΛ0(gi0) =

∫
F≤Λ0

Dϕe−SΛ0
[ϕ]/~. (2.125)

where ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant and we take the integral over the space

F≤Λ0 of smooth functions with energy ≤ Λ0. At this point, we look to lower the

energy scale to some Λ < Λ0.
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First, we split the fields into low energy and high energy pieces:

ϕ(x) =

∫
|p|≤Λ0

ddp

(2π)d
eip·xϕ̃(p)

=

∫
|p|≤Λ

ddp

(2π)d
eip·xϕ̃(p) +

∫
Λ<|p|≤Λ0

ddp

(2π)d
eip·xϕ̃(p)

:= φ(x) + χ(x)

(2.126)

where the low energy modes φ now take values in F≤Λ and the high energy modes χ

take values in F(Λ,Λ0]. The path integral measure may also be split over these high

and low energy modes:

Dϕ = DφDχ. (2.127)

We can now perform the integral over χ, integrating out the high energy modes.

Writing

ZΛ0(gi0) =

∫
F≤Λ

Dφ
∫
F(Λ,Λ0]

Dχe−SΛ0
[φ+χ]/~ (2.128)

and comparing with (2.125) we write down the effective action at scale Λ involving

only the lower energy modes:

Seff
Λ [φ] = −~ log

[∫
F(Λ,Λ0]

Dχ exp(−SΛ0 [φ+ χ]/~)

]
. (2.129)

If the initial action takes the general form (2.124), then the effective action will take

the form

Seff
Λ [φ] =

∫
ddx

[
ζΛ

2
∂µφ∂µφ+

∑
i

Λd−diζ
ni/2
Λ gi(Λ)Oi(x)

]
(2.130)

where ζΛ is a renormalisation factor, which accounts for quantum corrections to the

coefficient of the kinetic term that may arise from the integrating out process. In

order to compare equations (2.130) and (2.124), we can define a renormalised field

by a simple rescaling, ϕ =
√
ζΛφ, and rescale the momenta of the fields.
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This is the essential idea of the renormalisation process:

• Integrate out the high momentum modes

• Rescale the momenta

• Rescale the fields such that the kinetic term is canonically normalised

This leaves us with an effective field theory describing physics in the IR regime.

Equation (2.129) is the Renormalisation Group equation for the effective action.

This process can be applied iteratively to obtain a new effective action at lower and

lower energy scales.

The partition function, ZΛ(gi(Λ)), obtained from this effective action is the same as

that defined originally in (2.125): ZΛ(gi(Λ)) = ZΛ0(gi0(Λ0)). Lowering the energy

scale infinitesimally, we get the following differential equation

Λ
dZΛ(g)

dΛ
=

(
Λ
∂

∂Λ

∣∣∣
gi

+ Λ
∂gi(Λ)

dΛ

∂

∂gi

∣∣∣
Λ

)
ZΛ(g) = 0. (2.131)

This is the Renormalisation Group Equation for the partition function and is a

Callan-Symanzik equation [40],[41]. It tells us that as we change the energy scale of

the system by integrating out the high energy modes, the couplings in the effective

action vary, taking into account the change in degrees of freedom in the fields over

which we take the path integral. We call this variation in the couplings, running the

coupling. That the couplings run is important and is captured by the beta function

which describes the RG flow. It is defined as the derivative of the coupling with

respect to the logarithm of the energy scale:

β(g) =
∂g

∂ log(Λ)
. (2.132)

In the models that we consider, the beta function is constant and running the cou-

pling is equivalent to following this flow.

Points with vanishing beta-function are fixed points of the RG flow which in 2 di-

mensions coincide with Conformal Field Theories [33]. RG flow then gives structure

to our space of QFTs, punctuating it with conformal fixed points. In section 2.1.8,

we introduced the central charge of a Theory. Whilst introduced there in the con-

text of a Conformal Field Theory, the central charge is not unique to theories with
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conformal symmetry. It is also defined away from these conformal fixed points. In 2

dimensions, Zamolodchikov’s famous c-theorem [37] details how the central charge

is monotonically decreasing along RG flow meaning that RG flows are directed and

therefore irreversible. The direction of the flow is determined by the dimension of

the perturbing operator.

If we start at some fixed point of the RG flow and turn on the coupling of an operator

ψ of dimension ∆ψ, then:

• If ∆ψ < d, the operator is relevant and drives the RG flow away from the fixed

point. The coupling of relevant operators grows as the scale is lowered.

• If ∆ψ > d, the operator is irrelevant and drives the RG flow towards the fixed

point. The coupling of an irrelevant operator becomes smaller as the scale is

lowered towards the IR.

• If ∆ψ = d, the operator is marginal. These operators neither increase nor

decrease on RG flow.

In this thesis we consider boundary perturbations of Conformal Field Theories and

investigate the resulting RG flow. Placing a theory on a bounded geometry such

as the strip or cylinder provides an IR regulator, removing the IR divergences.

Divergences in the UV may be subtracted using counterterms in the usual way.

More information on regularisation and divergences in QFT may be found in the

referenced texts.

2.5.1 The Schrieffer-Wolff transformation

In TCSA, we work in the Hamiltonian formalism of QFT. Here, the process of inte-

grating out high energy degrees of freedom in order to find a low energy description

of the dynamics is captured in the Schrieffer-Wolff (SW) method [38] (see also [39]

for a nice review of the method) in which we apply a sequence of unitary transfor-

mations to the Hilbert space to decouple the high and low energy subspaces. The
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perturbed Hamiltonian is transformed into block form

H =


ll · · · · · · lh
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...

hl · · · · · · hh

 (2.133)

where l represents the low energy interactions and h the high energy ones. Applying

SW to the Hamiltonian makes the off diagonal mixing terms smaller and smaller,

pushing interactions to higher and higher orders of the coupling λ. The effective

Hamiltonian is the restriction of the rotated Hamiltonian to the low energy subspace

and this restriction acts as the ‘integrating out’ process of Hamiltonian Renormali-

sation.

Let H0 be an operator on the finite dimensional Hilbert space H and define P0

as the subspace spanned by eigenvectors of H0 whose eigenvalues lie in some inter-

val I0 ⊆ R. Similarly, we take a slightly larger subset I and take P as the subspace

spanned by eigenvectors of the perturbed Hamiltonian H = H0 + λV which have

eigenvalue lying in I. We also define P and P0 as the orthogonal projections onto

the subspaces P and P0 respectively.

The goal now is to construct an effective Hamiltonian which acts only on P0 and

reproduces the low lying spectrum of H. This is achieved via the direct rotation

between P and P0 [39]. The direct rotation of two non-orthogonal vi, vj states in

the Hilbert space is defined as the unitary operator

Uvi→vj =
√
RviRvj (2.134)

where R is the reflection operator Rvi = I− 2 |vi〉 〈vi|.

The Schrieffer-Wolff transformation for the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0, the per-

turbation λV and the low energy subspace P0 then gives the effective Hamiltonian

operator

Heff = P0U(H0 + λV )U †P0. (2.135)
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TCSA

3.1 General introduction

The Truncated Conformal Space Approach (TCSA) of Yurov and Zamolodchikov

[42], [43] is a numerical technique for finding finite size spectrum of Hamiltonians

in Quantum Field Theory described as perturbations of Conformal Field Theo-

ries. In this approach one considers an ultraviolet fixed point, described by a two-

dimensional Conformal Field Theory, that is perturbed by a local operator φ with

scaling dimension ∆. TCSA proved to be a reliable numerical method for studying

the strong-coupling physics of such Quantum Field Theories. We refer the reader

to a recent review [61] where the basics as well as many applications are reviewed.

Indeed, much work has been done on TCSA with early work on the analysis of trun-

cation errors and the TCSA Renormalisation Group carried out in [52], [53], [55].

It has had great success in the study of RG flows, for example in [44], [56] and [57]

and in recent years, more progress has been made with TCSA undergoing a further

period of development including work in higher dimensions (see [58], [59], [60]).

For the majority of these perturbed theories, the large coupling limit is described

by a trivial theory in which only a vacuum (possibly degenerate) state survives in

the low energy sector. Examples of RG flows ending in a non-trivial infrared fixed

point studied by TCSA are relatively scarce. The situation is different for boundary

RG flows which always end up in a non-trivial fixed point.

TCSA was adopted to boundary RG flows in [45] and has been used extensively

to study perturbations of boundary theories (see, for example, [46], [47], [48], [49],
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[50], [51]). In this case we consider a 2d CFT on a strip of width L with a choice of

conformal boundary condition at each end. Let 0 ≤ σ ≤ L be the coordinate across

the strip and −∞ < τ <∞ be the coordinate along the strip and let s and s′ be the

boundary condition labels for the σ = 0 and σ = L ends respectively. Choosing τ to

be a Euclidean time gives a quantisation scheme in which the Hilbert space H(s,s′)

for a theory on an interval of length L splits into Virasoro irreducible representations

Hi. For a diagonal Virasoro minimal model s and s′ are just primary state labels

and the state space decomposition has the form [26]

H(s,s′) =
⊕
i

N i
s,s′Hi (3.1)

where N i
s,s′ are the fusion coefficients. Perturbing the boundary condition on the

σ = 0 end with a boundary operator ψ is described by a Hamiltonian

H =
π

L
[L0 −

c

24
+ Lµψ(0, 0)] (3.2)

where µ is a dimensionful coupling.

States in Hi are obtained as Virasoro descendants of the primary field |ψi〉. They

are spanned by states of the form

L−k1 . . . L−kn|ψi〉 kj > 0 (3.3)

where L−kj are Virasoro modes. In practice it is convenient to work with a linear

basis of states of the form (3.3) which are not necessarily orthonormal. For minimal

models, where we have null states, we choose such a basis for a subspace on which

the Gram matrix is non-degenerate. We will discuss the Gram matrix more shortly.

In TCSA we truncate the state space (3.1) keeping only linear combinations

of states whose conformal weight is smaller than some maximal weight set by a

truncation parameter ∆max. In the simplest form we can take all weights that

satisfy

∆ ≤ ∆max . (3.4)

Here the Virasoro weights ∆ are the eigenvalues of L0 and are of the form ∆ =

hi +N where hi is the value of the primary weight in the given Virasoro irreducible
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representation and N is a non-negative integer that gives the weight of the Virasoro

descendants. For a state of the form (3.3) N =
∑n

j=1 kj.

We assume for simplicity that we have finitely many primaries labelled by i =

1, . . . , p. Depending on the value of ∆max the prescription (3.4) sets the maximum

descendant levelN for each conformal tower labelled by the primary weight hi. Thus,

given ∆max we get a number of bounds Nmax(hi,∆max). A more general truncation

scheme, still based only on conformal weights, is specified by setting independent

maximal descendant levels (N
(1)
max, . . . , N

(p)
max) so that we keep states with weights

∆ = hi +Ni in the corresponding conformal towers satisfying

N1 ≤ N (1)
max , N2 ≤ N (2)

max , . . . , Np ≤ N (p)
max . (3.5)

The perturbed Hamiltonian (3.2) is restricted to the truncated state space. The

main TCSA observables are energy levels ei of the dimensionless Hamiltonian H̃ =

LH/π. We look to find the spectrum of the truncated Hamiltonian by solving the

eigenvalue problem:

H̃ |ψ〉 = e |ψ〉 . (3.6)

Expanding the field in some basis of states |ψ〉 = λj |j〉, we can write the simple

eigenvalue problem:

H̃ i
jλ

j = eλi, (3.7)

where the Hamiltonian in the expanded basis is given by

H̃ |j〉 = H̃ i
j |i〉 . (3.8)

The matrix H̃ i
j here is not hermitian. In order to convert this problem to hermitian

form, we consider matrix elements

H̃ij = 〈i| H̃ |j〉 . (3.9)

The two pictures are related by H̃ij = GikH̃
k
j where Gik is the Gram matrix of

inner products of basis states. Both Gij and H̃ij are hermitian if the Hamiltonian

is hermitian. We can then frame the problem in terms of the generalised eigenvalue
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problem

H̃ijλ
j = eGijλ

j. (3.10)

We can easily move between the two pictures (3.7) and (3.10). In the TCSA algo-

rithm described below, we work in the generalised picture.

We return now to the Hamiltonian (3.2). For a primary field ψ(0, 0) of confor-

mal dimension ∆UV the matrix elements between states of the form (3.3) can be

calculated in the truncated Hilbert space using three point functions and standard

commutation relations

[Ln − L0, ψ(0, 0)] = ∆UVnψ(0, 0) . (3.11)

The resulting finite matrix is then diagonalised numerically.

These are the two key steps in TCSA: Calculation of the basis and the matrix ele-

ments. In the following sections, we construct an algorithm for TCSA. All routines

are written using Wolfram Mathematica 11.

3.2 Programming TCSA: basis generation

In what follows, we construct a recursive algorithm for the generation of a truncated

basis of Virasoro states, which with some model specific alterations, may be applied

to any theory of the Virasoro algebra.

The goal is to create a basis of vectors v
(N)
i at level N. These basis vectors consist

of a set of Virasoro raising operators acting on one of the Virasoro primary fields of

the theory. This basis is neither normalised nor orthogonal by supposition.

We assume an order on our Virasoro modes and define our states to be of the form

|vNi 〉 = L−n1L−n2 ...L−nl |φi〉 , N = n1 + n2 + ...+ nl, (3.12)

where N indicates the Virasoro level of the state, n1 ≥ n2 ≥ ... ≥ nl and |φi〉 is

a Virasoro primary. In what follows, we drop the primary label i and write the

above state as |vN〉 for notational convenience. However, it is understood that inner
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products will ultimately depend on the primary that the state is built on.

We look to construct a basis of such states. We will define the set of basis states at

some level N by VN . At level zero of the recursion, we take the primary fields as our

basis. Note that these states are chosen to be orthonormal.

At level N of the recursion, we suppose that we have calculated all basis states, as

described above and inner products between them. We presume also, that we have

calculated all overlaps between basis states and a single Virasoro mode - the rele-

vance of this step is explained below. Details on how best to store this information

is included in section 3.5.

At level N+1, the single generator states L−n |vN+1−n〉 (where |vN+1−n〉 ∈ VN+1−n)

act as our candidate basis elements. It is in calculating inner products of candidate

states, that the overlaps between basis states and a single Virasoro mode become

important. We create a routine for calculating such overlaps in section 3.2.1 but

continue here assuming we have this technology.

The main idea of the algorithm is to iteratively consider such additional states

in the basis and calculate the associated Gram matrix of inner products. Calculat-

ing the determinant of this matrix will determine whether the basis contains any

linearly dependant states: if this determinant is non-zero, then the added candidate

is linearly independent from the others in the basis and can therefore be used as a

basis state. If the determinant is zero, then the matrix is degenerate and the candi-

date state is linearly dependent on the other states previously included in the basis.

This candidate state will then be dropped from the basis and the next candidate

will be considered.

We proceed to calculate the matrix of overlaps of all such candidates:

〈uN+1−m|LmL−n |vN+1−n〉 (3.13)

for |uN+1−m〉 , |vN+1−m〉 ∈ VN+1−m.
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Note:

Candidate states which are discarded consist of a single Virasoro mode acting on a

basis state. Should the additional Virasoro mode not satisfy the ordering condition

(3.12) we term the state ‘ordered-but-one’. When we discard the candidate basis

vector, we stop calculating its inner product with ‘new’ basis vectors i.e. basis vec-

tors which are determined and stored at some later stage in the recursion. This is

of course fine for basis generation. However, in calculating the inner products, we

need to be able to calculate the matrix elements for a single Lm mode, thus coming

across inner products of basis vectors with ordered-but-one states. It will, therefore,

be helpful to store the inner product of the discarded candidates with ‘new’ basis

vectors. We will store two matrices: the true Gram matrix for the basis states and

a larger matrix of inner products which will also include inner products with the

discarded candidates. This second matrix will have the following block structure

G =

 A B

B C

 (3.14)

where A is a block containing inner products of the form 〈ordered|ordered〉, B of the

form 〈ordered|ordered-but-one〉 and C is a block containing products of the form

〈ordered-but-one|ordered-but-one〉.

In order to calculate the overlaps (3.13) we use the Virasoro algebra:

[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n +
c

12
(m3 −m)δm+n,0 (3.15)

giving us:

〈uN+1−m|LmL−n |vN+1−n〉 =

〈uN+1−m| (m+ n)Lm−n |vN+1−n〉+ 〈uN+1−m|L−nLm |vN+1−n〉

+
c

12
(m3 −m)δm−n,0 〈uN+1−m|vN+1−n〉 .

(3.16)

To proceed, we use a partition of unity (POU) at level p=N+1-m-n, inserting it
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between the Virasoro modes in the second term. The POU we will use is of the

form: ∑
k,l∈Vp

|k〉 〈l| (Gp
kl)
−1. (3.17)

where we are summing over basis states at level p and Gp
kl is the Gram matrix at

level p. The action of the POU on a state |vp〉 is

∑
k,l∈Vp

|k〉 〈l| (Gp
kl)
−1 |vp〉 =

∑
k,l∈Vp

|k〉 (Gp
kl)
−1Gp

lv =
∑
k,l∈Vp

|kp〉 δkv = |vp〉 . (3.18)

We note that this POU exists in the quotient space with all null vectors removed.

Putting this all together, we find the following formula which is key for our ba-

sis generation:

〈uN+1−m|LmL−n |vN+1−n〉 = 〈uN+1−m| (m+ n)Lm−n |vN+1−n〉+

∑
k,l∈Vp

〈vN+1−m|L−n |kp〉 (Gp
kl)
−1 〈lp|Lm |v(N+1−n)〉

+
c

12
(m3 −m)δm−n,0 〈v(N+1−m)|v(N+1−n)〉 .

(3.19)

with p=N+1-m-n.

This formula calculates new overlaps from old, known overlaps and determines our

basis states at level N+1 thus completing the recursive algorithm. As detailed be-

fore, within the above routine, we are required to calculate the matrix elements of a

single Virasoro mode. For example, if both 〈uN+1−m| and |vN+1−n
i 〉 are basis states

then the first term of (3.19) may be of this type as opposed to the inner product of

two basis vectors. We calculate these now.
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3.2.1 Matrix elements of a single Virasoro mode

Here we construct the matrix elements for single Virasoro modes which are used in

the above basis generation routine1:

〈uN+1−m|Lm |ṽN+1〉 . (3.20)

We proceed as before, using a partition of unity to write this in terms of products

of lower level overlaps. We cannot insert the POU immediately as it will not lower

the level. First, we lower the level of the ket state:

〈uN+1−m|Lm |ṽN+1
i 〉 = 〈uN+1−m|LmL−k |vN+1−k〉 . (3.21)

where |ṽN+1〉 = L−k |vN+1−k〉 with |vN+1−k〉 ∈ VN+1−k.

At this point we use the Virasoro Algebra to write this as:

〈uN+1−m|Lm |ṽN+1〉 = 〈uN+1−m|L−kLm |vN+1−k〉+ 〈uN+1−m| (m+ k)Lm−k |vN+1−k〉

+
c

12
(m3 −m)δm−k,0 〈uN+1−m|vN+1−k〉 .

(3.22)

Labelling these terms, in order, 1,2,3 we discuss how to calculate them as part of

the recursion.

In the first term, we insert a partition of unity at level q=N+1-m-k between the

Virasoro modes, giving the following:

∑
l,r∈Vq

〈uN+1−m|L−k |lq〉 (Gq
lr)
−1 〈rq|Lm |vN+1−k〉 . (3.23)

This product contains inner products of basis states and terms of the form

〈ordered basis element|ordered-but-one basis element〉 . (3.24)

1The ˜ notation will become clear shortly.
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We can simply calculate this using the stored data from previous levels in the re-

cursion.

In the second term, we have two scenarios to consider:

If m-k > 0, we absorb Lm−k into the bra state:

〈uN+1−m| (m+ k)Lm−k |vN+1−k〉 = (m+ k) 〈ũN+1−m+m−k|vN+1−k〉

= (m+ k) 〈ũN+1−k|vN+1−k〉 .
(3.25)

where |ũN+1−k〉 = Lm−k |uN+1−m〉.

If m-k < 0, we absorb Lm−k into the ket state:

〈uN+1−m| (m+ k)Lm−k |vN+1−k〉 = (m+ k) 〈uN+1−m|ṽN+1−m〉 . (3.26)

where |ṽN+1−m〉 = Lm−k |vN+1−k〉.2

Both of these quantities are known.

Finally, the third term is simply some constant times the overlap of two basis ele-

ments at some lower level in the recursion. As such, it is already known.

We now have a complete routine for basis generation in a Virasoro model.

3.3 Programming TCSA: the perturbing opera-

tor

Now that we have calculated a basis, we calculate the matrix elements (3.9)

Hij = 〈i| π
L

[(L0 − c/24) + Lµψk] |j〉 . (3.27)

2Note: |ṽN+1−m〉 is not the same state as in eqns (3.20)/(3.21). We are simply using the ˜
notation to denote that an existing basis state has had a mode added (eqn (3.26)) or removed
(eqns (3.20)/(3.21)).
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where |i〉 , |j〉 are arbitrary basis elements. The matrix elements of the free Hamil-

tonian are straightforward, involving only inner products on basis states:

〈i| π
L

(L0 − c/24) |j〉 =
π

L
(∆j − c/24) 〈i|j〉 (3.28)

where ∆j is the conformal weight of the state |j〉 and ∆j = ∆i for contributing

elements.

The matrix elements of the perturbing field ψk(z) are more involved. We construct

a recursive algorithm for their calculation. The level zero components are the nor-

malised structure constants determined by the three point functions of ψk with the

primary fields of the theory which have been previously calculated in [69]:

〈φ(ab)
i |ψ

(bc)
k (z) |φ(ca)

k 〉 = C
(abc)k
ij . (3.29)

More details of their calculation in the tricritical Ising model are contained in Chap-

ter 5 where the notation ψ(ab) is also explained.

At level N of the recursion, we assume that we have calculated all matrix elements

with ψ: 〈uN |ψk(z) |vN〉 where |vN〉 ∈ VN are basis states at level N. Now we con-

struct a procedure for calculating this information at level N+1. We bear in mind

that we are using half-plane operators to represent the Hamiltonian on a strip. Un-

der the relevant mapping (see chapter 2), we evaluate the field and its derivatives

at z=1.

At level N+1, we calculate the matrix elements between two arbitrary basis states

|ũN+1〉 , |ṽN+1〉

〈ũN+1|ψk(1) |ṽN+1〉 . (3.30)

We first lower the bra state and then we will proceed to lower the ket:

〈ũN+1|ψk(1) |ṽN+1〉 = 〈uN+1−m|Lmψk(1) |ṽN+1〉

= (mhψk + huN+1−m − hṽN+1) 〈uN+1−m|ψk(1) |ṽN+1〉

+ 〈uN+1−m|ψk(1)Lm |ṽN+1〉 .

(3.31)
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Where |ũN+1〉 = L−m |uN+1−m〉. In the above calculation, we have used the following

formula for the commutator involving the Virasoro modes and a primary field φ of

weight h:

[Ln, φ(w)] = h(n+ 1)wnφ(w) + wn+1∂φ(w). (3.32)

Therefore, at w=1 (on the strip),

[Ln − L0, φ(1)] = hnφ(1). (3.33)

We insert a partition of unity at level t=N+1-m in the second term giving:

〈ũN+1|ψk(1) |ṽN+1〉 = (mhψk + huN+1−m − hṽN+1) 〈uN+1−m|ψk(1) |ṽN+1〉

+
∑
r,s∈Vt

〈uN+1−m|ψk(1) |rt〉 (Gt
rs)
−1 〈st|Lm |ṽN+1〉 .

(3.34)

In lowering the level of the bra state, we have reduced the second term in the above

to something calculable. It involves the product of three objects which are known

from some previous stage of the recursion: matrix elements of ψk at level N+1-m,

the inner product of basis states at level N+1-m and the inner product of the basis

state 〈st| with the state Lm |vN+1〉 which we have previously named an ‘ordered-

but-one’ state - a basis state with an additional Lm mode acting on it. To finish off

the calculation, we must lower the level of the ket state in the first term.

Proceeding as before, we find the following formulae for the matrix elements of the

perturbing operator at level N+1:

〈ũN+1|ψk(1) |ṽN+1〉 =

∑
g,h∈Vt−n

A 〈uN+1−m|gt−n〉 (Gt−n
gh )−1 〈ht−n|ψk(1) |vN+1−n〉

+
∑
r,s

〈uN+1−m|ψk(1) |rt〉 (Gt
rs)
−1 〈st|Lm |ṽN+1〉

(3.35)

where t= N+1-m and we have set A = (mhψk + huN+1−m − hṽN+1)(nhψk + hvN+1−n −

huN+1−m).
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We now have a working algorithm for TCSA - calculation of basis states and matrix

elements of the perturbed Hamiltonian. In the following section, we note some tech-

nical details of the programme and some information on storage and optimisation.

3.4 A short note on the free fermion basis

As detailed in section 2.3, the Ising model can be described using either a Virasoro

basis or a free fermion basis. The free fermion basis is introduced in more detail in

chapter 5 and the interested reader may wish to return to this note once they have

completed section 5.1. Building a TCSA algorithm in this basis is much simpler than

doing so in the Virasoro basis. States are modelled as either an even or odd number

of creation operators acting on the Fock space vacuum. These can be modelled in

TCSA using ordered partitions of integers with no repeats.

The matrix elements of the free Hamiltonian and the perturbing operator are then

calculated using standard anti-commutation relations between the fermionic modes.

3.5 Technical details of the programme

We discuss some technical details of the programme using the basis generation rou-

tine as a framework to illustrate the ideas. We take the tricritical Ising model as an

example. Here, the level 0 basis states are the six primary operators.

To implement the routine detailed in section (3.2), we model the primary states by

numbers 1, · · · , 6 and store the associated conformal weights as variables ∆1, · · · ,∆6

as shown in table 3.1.

Primary State |I〉 |ε〉 |ε′〉 |ε′′〉 |σ〉 |σ′′〉
Representation 1 2 3 4 5 6

Table 3.1: Programmatic representation of primary states

We represent higher level states as partitions of the Virasoro level. For example,

the state |vN〉 = L−k1L−k2 ...L−kn |φ〉 is represented by the partition

{#φ, hv, {k1, k2, ..., kn}}, (3.36)
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where #φ represents the appropriate numerical representation of the given primary

operator φ as detailed above and hv represents the Virasoro level of the state. For

example, the state L−3L−2 |ε〉 is represented by {2, 5, {3, 2}}.

The ordering on our states will need to be taken into account when construct-

ing such candidate basis elements. We do so by constructing ordered partitions of

integers (corresponding to the level).

We can then perform Virasoro operations on our states, such as acting by L0. For

example, L0 |ε〉 gives the weight of the state |ε〉 which is represented by the partition

{2, 0, {}}. Labelling this partition by P, say, this weight is stored in the variable ∆2

which is accessed via the partition as ∆P [[1]] = ∆2 where P[[1]] gives the first element

of the partition P. When acting L0 on the higher level partition Q = {2, 5, {3, 1, 1}}

(which represents the state |L−3L−1L−1ε〉), we add the Virasoro level of the state to

the weight of the associated primary. We access the level directly from the second

element of the partition and use the stored variable for the weight as before. As a

result, L0 |ε〉 will equal Q[[2]] + ∆Q[[1]] = 5 + 2.

At each stage of the algorithm, we pass in two states and calculate the inner products

as per our routine. We may do so naively and sequentially using nested loops. How-

ever, such loops essentially create a matrix and where possible it is recommended

that analytic matrix operations are used for as long as possible throughout the

routine to increase performance. For example, matrix multiplication in place of a

nested loop multiplication operation. It is also much more efficient, where possible,

to construct a function which may be applied to a matrix of states, for example,

than to create a routine which carries out the same functionality iteratively using

nested loops. Built in functions should of course be used where possible. Doing so

can improve performance by a significant amount.

In Appendix C we provide some details of runtimes for the TCSA algorithm in

the Ising and tricritical Ising models.
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An aside on associations

At this point, we need to consider storage. Instead of using lists to store inner prod-

ucts and overlaps, or assigning values to some nominal function, we will instead use

a dictionary or what is known as an association in Mathematica where we assign

a key-value pair to each object. It is a way of storing information which can be

accessed quickly and easily and is useful for data which is not naturally ordered

within a matrix or array.

Associations in Mathematica are based on the Hash Array Map Trie (HAMT), an

associative array combining the characteristics of a hash table and a mapped trie.

Data is provided in the form of a key-value pair consisting of an expression and

associated value. An example Mathematica command is:

AssociateTo[innerProductMatrix,{{x, y} → 2, {y, x} → 2}]; (3.37)

which may be interpreted as adding the inner products 〈x|y〉 = 〈y|x〉 = 2 to the

association named innerProductMatrix by assigning a value of 2 to the keys {x, y}

and {y, x}.

For the purposes of TCSA, speed is a valuable commodity. Here associations have

many benefits over more naive ways of data storage with speed of insertion and

deletion of order O(log(N)) and speed of lookup of order O(1).

However, all this does not come for free. Although scalable to arbitrary size one

should bear in mind that associations are rather heavy on memory usage, something

which must be considered for TCSA where for example, a basis of order 10,000 can

quickly generate a relatively dense association of order O(108) for inner products.

In particular, importing large stored associations is very heavy on memory usage.
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General Considerations

In the following chapters, we discuss applications of TCSA to perturbed Conformal

Field Theories and present the main body of work of this thesis. First, though,

we discuss some general theoretical considerations of the large coupling asymptotics

of the TCSA spectrum. Our considerations here are mostly analytic, though they

include a dose of heuristics inspired by numerical data.

As described in chapter 3, the main observables in TCSA are the energy levels

ei of the dimensionless Hamiltonian (3.2). These levels are functions of the dimen-

sionless coupling

λ = µL1−∆UV

. (4.1)

The ground state energy e0 is divergent in the continuum theory when ∆UV ≥ 1/2

and if we work with raw TCSA data, we focus on the energy gaps ei − e0 that are

independent of this divergence. The values of the gaps ei − e0 interpolate between

the (approximations to) scaling dimensions of the UV and IR fixed points. While

in the continuum theory the IR fixed point is located at an infinite value of the

coupling, in TCSA we get the closest approach to the IR BCFT at some finite value

which depends on ∆max. The main signature of this approach is the near crossing of

the gaps ei−e0 that can be matched with the Virasoro multiplicities in the IR BCFT.

In a continuum renormalised theory, if we start out in the UV by perturbing a

boundary CFT by a boundary field of dimension ∆UV the corresponding coupling
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µ of dimension (mass)1−∆UV
sets an energy scale

Eµ = (µ)
1

1−∆UV . (4.1)

Near the infrared fixed point described by a BCFT with the Virasoro dilation op-

erator LIR
0 we expect the theory to be described by an effective Hamiltonian of the

form

hIR = LIR
0 + C1µ

−t1LφIR
1 (0) + C2µ

−t2LφIR
2 (0) + . . . (4.2)

where φIR
i stand for irrelevant operators with scaling dimensions ∆IR

1 < ∆IR
2 < . . .

inserted at σ = 0, τ = 0. The operator φIR
1 is the leading irrelevant operator.

Matching the dimensions implies

ti =
∆IR
i − 1

1−∆UV
. (4.3)

We can also rewrite (4.2) in terms of the dimensionless coupling:

hIR = LIR
0 + C1λ

−t1V IR
1 + C2λ

−t2V IR
2 + . . . (4.4)

where V IR
i = φi(0)L∆IR

i are dimensionless operators. It should be said that in the

subleading terms starting with V2 the simple power functions λ−ti can be decorated

by logarithms (see e.g. [73]) but we do not expect this to happen at the leading

irrelevant term.

It follows from (4.4), using perturbation theory, that for large λ the energy gaps

should behave as

ei − e0 = ∆IR
i + Aiλ

−t1 + . . . (4.5)

where Ai are some constants and the ellipsis stands for subleading terms suppressed

by larger inverse powers of λ.

Consider now the same perturbed BCFT regulated by level truncation. Numeri-

cal results show that the energy levels approach the dimensions of the IR fixed point

in a neighbourhood of some finite reference value of the coupling λ∗. This value de-

pends both on the truncation parameter ∆max and on the energy level. We assume

that we focus on some particular band of low lying energies which all approach the
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dimensions of the IR fixed point in a neighbourhood of λ∗. We expect truncation

errors to modify (4.5). Heuristically we can assume that (4.5) is replaced by

ei − e0 = ∆IR
i + (λ− λ∗)A(−1)

i + Aiλ
−t1 + . . . (4.6)

Here the first term is small when λ is near λ∗ but is linearly growing when λ deviates

from that value. The linearity of this correction is motivated by the fact that in

the truncated Hamiltonian both the unperturbed Hamiltonian and the perturbation

are finite matrices and for large λ the perturbed eigenvalues become approximately

linear in λ. The numerical coefficients A
(−1)
i and Ai can be expected to depend on

∆max. In particular A
(−1)
i should be suppressed by inverse powers of ∆max.

To describe the above corrections at the Hamiltonian level we assume that the

following relation holds for matrices on the truncated Hilbert space

h = LUV
0 + λV UV = eT (λ)(LIR

0 + f1(λ)V IR
1 + f2(λ)V IR

2 + . . . )e−T (λ) (4.7)

where, as in (4.4), the matrices Vi come from local irrelevant operators of the IR

fixed point and T (λ) is an anti-hermitian matrix so that eT (λ) is a unitary operator

(for each λ). Furthermore the functions fi(λ) are expected to be small whenever

|λ−λ∗| < ρ for some ρ. It should be stressed that we consider only a number of low

energy eigenvalues and treat the representation in (4.7) above only as an effective

Hamiltonian for the low lying energy levels.

Assuming that in the ∆max → ∞ limit we recover the field theory expansion

(4.4) we can write

fi(λ) = f̃i(λ− λ∗) + Ciλ
−ti (4.8)

where the functions f̃i(λ−λ∗) are small for |λ−λ∗| < ρ and are suppressed by inverse

powers of ∆max. In this picture whenever fi are small enough the eigenvalues of h can

be approximated by first order perturbation theory around the eigenvalues of LIR
0

and thus will have approximately the same functional form as (4.8). In particular

they may have a linearly growing term as in (4.6). If we are outside the infrared

fixed point dominance region, given by |λ − λ∗| < ρ, perturbation theory will no

longer work and the energy curves ei(λ) may significantly deviate from the IR fixed
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point values. If the function f̃1(λ − λ∗) is positive and growing while Ci < 0 then1

for some λ = λ∗∗ the function f1 will vanish and then change sign. If near λ∗∗ the

leading irrelevant coupling f1 changes faster than the subleading ones and the latter

remain small then this regime can be perturbatively described as a reflected RG flow

where we perturb the IR fixed point by V1 with the opposite sign of the coupling

which grows in magnitude with λ.

We have argued above that the linearity of the leading truncation correction in

(4.6) could be explained from the asymptotic linearity of the eigenvalues at large

λ. The slopes A
(−1)
i would then be given by the differences of the corresponding

eigenvalues of the interaction matrix V UV. This is certainly true for very large

values of λ. However, in numerical data to be presented later in the paper, we

observe several approximately linear regimes past the vicinity of the physical IR

fixed point at λ = λ∗, before the linear regime described by the domination of V UV

is reached. Each of these approximately linear regimes has its own set of slopes.

We will discuss these regimes, related to what we call flows beyond, in detail, in

chapter 6. Here we would like to refine our simple explanation for the linearity,

using relation (4.7) between the effective Hamiltonians. We will argue that, under

certain additional assumptions to be spelled out shortly, the functions ei(λ) are

approximately linear near λ∗∗. To that end differentiate both sides of (4.7) and set

λ = λ∗∗. This gives us

V UV = eT (λ∗∗)([T ′(λ∗∗), LIR
0 + f1(λ∗∗)V IR

1 + . . . ] + f ′1(λ∗∗)V IR
1 + . . . )e−T (λ∗∗) (4.9)

where ellipses stand for contributions of subleading irrelevant operators. Substitut-

ing this back into the left hand side of (4.7) we rewrite the Hamiltonian as

h = LUV
0 + λV UV = (LUV

0 + λ∗∗V UV ) + (λ− λ∗∗)V UV

= eT (λ∗∗)(LIR0 + g1(λ)V IR
1 + g2(λ)V IR

2 + . . .

+(λ− λ∗∗)[T ′(λ∗∗), LIR
0 + f1(λ∗∗)V IR

1 + f2(λ∗∗)V IR
2 . . . ])e−T (λ∗∗) (4.10)

1Ci < 0 is the case when the energies approach the fixed point values from below as in the Ising
and tricritical Ising boundary flows to be discussed later in chapter 5.
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where

g1(λ) = (λ− λ∗∗)f ′1(λ∗∗) , gi(λ) = fi(λ
∗∗) + (λ− λ∗∗)f ′i(λ∗∗) , i > 1 . (4.11)

Here we used the assumption that f1(λ∗∗) = 0.

If the generator of unitary rotations, T (λ), can be expanded in local operators

then the commutator term can also be expanded in local operators and we get a

local expansion in operators2 V IR
i with modified functions gi(λ) that are again linear

in λ. Alternatively the commutator term may be negligibly small in the vicinity of

λ∗∗ if the functions gi(λ) change more rapidly than T (λ). We will assume that one

of these two scenarios is realised and we can neglect the commutator terms. This

implies that we have linear trajectories in the space of IR Hamiltonians parametrised

by the IR couplings gi given by (4.11) where g1 vanishes at λ∗∗.

Assuming that near λ∗∗ all irrelevant couplings gi are small with g1 still dominat-

ing we have the second perturbative regime described by a reflected flow with g1 of

the opposite sign to that of the physical approach to the fixed point, and changing

linearly with λ. In that region the energy gaps ei−e0 are also changing linearly with

the coupling3. We offer this scenario as a tentative explanation of the approximately

linear regime of ei − e0 that we find in the numerical results immediately past the

point of closest approach to the IR fixed point. The above discussion is illustrated

on Fig. 4.1. It should be noted in regard to this picture that although in the space

of gi couplings the point λ∗ appears to be far from the obvious fixed point gi = 0,

due to the action of unitary transformations it is actually close to it.

2Also we should mention that there is a possibility of switching on a relevant operator with a
coupling suppressed by ∆max. For the ψ1,3 flows we consider in the tricritical and in the critical
Ising models the IR fixed points do not have any relevant operators so, for simplicity, in our general
discussion we assume they are absent.

3Unless there is some symmetry that forces the diagonal matrix elements of V1 to vanish in
which case the perturbative expansion starts with some power λn with n > 1.
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f.p.
•

g1

g2

•
λ∗∗

•

λ∗

Figure 4.1: A sample TCSA trajectory in {gi}-space. Two perturbative regimes are
marked by circles.

It is important to note that the effective IR Hamiltonians appearing on the right

hand sides of (4.7) and (4.10) are finite matrices defined in the truncated Hilbert

space of the UV fixed point. At the IR fixed point this truncation is representable

by some different, complicated truncation prescription. Thus if we were to write

(4.7) or (4.10) in the continuum theory representing the IR CFT, each operator φIR
i

would be represented in some complicated truncation regularisation. If the latter

still respects locality it can be modelled in the continuum theory by writing out an

expansion of the regulated operators in a series of continuum irrelevant operators

with coefficients suppressed by ∆max.

The above arguments along with the numerical data to be considered in the

forthcoming sections prompt us to formulate a working hypothesis: the flows beyond

are generated by the leading irrelevant perturbation, V IR
1 , along which the original

RG flow approaches the IR fixed point, with the opposite sign of the coupling. This

coupling grows linearly with the original coupling λ in a neighbourhood of some

value λ = λ∗∗. Here we also assume that the higher dimension irrelevant operators

can be neglected and that some particular truncation scheme is used at the infrared

fixed point to model the flows beyond. We will test this working hypothesis in

sections 6.3 - 6.4.
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Approach to the IR Fixed Point

In the preceding chapters, we have outlined the relevant background material of

(boundary) Conformal Field Theory and the Renormalisation Group and introduced

the Truncated Conformal Space Approach, outlining the technical procedure for its

numerical implementation. We take this machinery and apply it now, in earnest, in

what is the main focus of this thesis.

TCSA has been applied to a variety of models to obtain non-perturbative informa-

tion of various types matching with good accuracy to analytic results when available.

We refer the reader to [61] for a review of the method and results obtained. While

TCSA has proven to be largely successful, it would be fair to say there is no good

understanding of why the method works so well. The question of error estimates

related to the finite truncation level has been addressed in a number of papers (see

[53], [55], [58], [59], [60] and references therein). Those papers focus on the regime

where the ratio of the characteristic energy scale set by the coupling to the trun-

cation level is small and a perturbative expansion in this ratio is possible. While a

good theoretical understanding has been achieved for that regime, that work does

not shed much light on a very high coupling regime, in particular the regime where

the system approaches an IR point. In this thesis we focus on the TCSA behaviour

for very large couplings where analytic control of truncation errors is currently out

of reach.

The study takes two main approaches, both in this strong coupling regime:

1. Investigations into the approach to the IR fixed point.

2. Investigations into further flows beyond the IR fixed point.
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In our first application of TCSA, we analyse the spectrum of perturbed boundary

conformal field theories on approach to the IR fixed point. Perturbed BCFTs provide

a useful testing ground for such studies in that they always arrive at non-trivial fixed

points containing at least the identity tower in its IR spectrum. We investigate

the infrared exponents related to the leading irrelevant operator along which the

system enters the fixed point. We describe some general methods of extracting

these exponents from numerical data and test them for the examples of boundary

flows in the perturbed Ising and tricritical Ising models which are introduced here

in detail.

In chapter 6, we discuss our second application of TCSA: Flows beyond the IR fixed

point.

5.1 The perturbed Ising model

5.1.1 Ising model with a boundary magnetic field

A particularly simple example amenable to analytic control is the critical Ising

model with a boundary magnetic field [62–68]. The critical Ising model in the bulk

is described by free massless Majorana fermions ψ, ψ̄. On the upper half plane

{(x, y)|y ≥ 0} with complex coordinate z = x+ iy the model admits two conformal

boundary conditions: ψ(z) = ψ̄(z̄), z = z̄ that corresponds to having the boundary

spin fluctuating freely, and ψ(z) = −ψ̄(z̄), z = z̄ that describes keeping the boundary

spin fixed (up or down). We will use the notation: (+), (−), (f) for the spin up,

spin down and free boundary condition respectively.

To describe the doubly degenerate vacuum on the half plane we introduce, fol-

lowing [62], [63], a boundary fermion a(x) with a two point function

〈a(x)a(x′)〉 = sign(x− x′) . (5.1)

The boundary spin operator σB(x) is then given by

σB(x) = ia(x)(ψ(x) + ψ̄(x)) . (5.2)
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In boundary CFT language this is a primary boundary field of dimension 1/2 that

lives on the free boundary condition. We can perturb the latter by this field with

a coupling h that gives the value of a boundary magnetic field. The resulting La-

grangian is

S =
1

2π

∞∫
−∞

dx

∞∫
0

dy [ψ∂̄ψ + ψ̄∂ψ̄] +

∞∫
−∞

dx
[
− i

4π
ψψ̄ +

1

2
a∂xa+ iha(ψ + ψ̄)

]
. (5.3)

To describe this model in TCSA we put it on an infinite strip {(σ, τ)|0 ≤ σ ≤ L}

of width L. It is related to the upper half plane by a conformal mapping w =

(L/π)ln z where w = τ + iσ. We put the free boundary condition on the lower end

of the strip: σ = 0. This is the end we perturb by the boundary magnetic field. For

the spectator boundary condition at the other end, at σ = L, we can choose either

the free or fixed boundary condition.

In Hamiltonian quantisation with euclidean time τ , a free spectator corresponds

to having Neveu-Schwarz (NS) fermions with mode expansions

ψ(w) =

√
π

L

∞∑
k=0

[
e−

(k+1/2)π
L

(τ+iσ)ak+1/2 + e
(k+1/2)π

L
(τ+iσ)a†k+1/2

]
,

ψ̄(w) =

√
π

L

∞∑
k=0

[
e−

(k+1/2)π
L

(τ−iσ)ak+1/2 + e
(k+1/2)π

L
(τ−iσ)a†k+1/2

]
(5.4)

where ak+1/2, a†k+1/2 satisfy canonical anti-commutation relations. The boundary

fermion field a(τ) gives rise to a single fermionic mode a satisfying a2 = 1. The

corresponding Hamiltonian reads

HNS =
π

L

[ ∞∑
k=0

(k + 1/2)a†k+1/2ak+1/2 −
1

48
+ iα

∞∑
k=0

(a†k+1/2 + ak+1/2)a
]

(5.5)

where

α = h

√
π

L
(5.6)

is a dimensionless coupling. The Hamiltonian (5.5) is defined on a physical subspace
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of the Fock space spanned by the basis vectors

a†k1+1/2a
†
k2+1/2 . . . a

†
kN+1/2|0〉 N − even, k1 > k2 > · · · > kN ,

a†k1+1/2a
†
k2+1/2 . . . a

†
kN+1/2|a〉 N − odd, k1 > k2 > · · · > kN (5.7)

where |0〉 is the Fock space vacuum and |a〉 = a|0〉. The physical space contains two

irreducible representations of the Virasoro algebra: the identity tower spanned by

the states with even numbers of oscillators and the ε-tower spanned by the states

with odd numbers of oscillators.

Similarly, choosing a fixed spin spectator at σ = L gives rise to Ramond fermions

with mode expansions

ψ(w) =

√
π

L

∞∑
n=1

[
e−

nπ
L

(τ+iσ)bn + e
nπ
L

(τ+iσ)b†n + b0

]
,

ψ̄(w) =

√
π

L

∞∑
n=1

[
e−

nπ
L

(τ−iσ)bn + e
nπ
L

(τ−iσ)b†n + b0

]
(5.8)

where bn, b†n satisfy the canonical anti-commutation relations with the zero mode

normalised so that b2
0 = 1/2. The Hamiltonian in this case is

HR =
π

L

( ∞∑
n=1

nb†nbn +
1

24
+ iα[

∞∑
n=1

(b†n + bn) + b0]a
)

(5.9)

and the basis in the physical subspace of the Fock space can be chosen as

b†n1
b†n2

. . . b†nM |σ〉 M − even, n1 > n2 > · · · > nM > 0 ,

b†n1
b†n2

. . . b†nM |µ〉 M − odd, n1 > n2 > · · · > nM > 0 (5.10)

where |σ〉 is the Fock state vacuum and |µ〉 = −ia|σ〉. This space furnishes a single

Virasoro tower of the primary state |σ〉 with weight 1/16. The zero mode acts on

the vacuum as

b0|σ〉 =
1√
2
|µ〉 . (5.11)

For each choice of spectator boundary condition the Hamiltonian can be diagonalised
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by a Bogolyubov transformation [66], [68]1. The diagonalising modes b†α,i carry

energies ωi that are non-negative solutions to a transcendental equation that for the

free spectator reads as

tan(πω) = − ω

2πα2
(5.12)

and for a fixed spectator as

tan(πω) =
2πα2

ω
. (5.13)

The spectral equation (5.12) is plotted for multiple values of the coupling in Fig.

5.1 where the solutions ωi are the points of intersection. For α → ±∞ solutions

to (5.12) interpolate between half-integers at α = 0 and integers at α = ±∞. The

energy eigenstates are obtained by acting on the perturbed vacuum |0〉α by an even

number of raising operators b†i . At the endpoints α = ±∞ we thus have the usual

physical space of Ramond fermions and the model describes a flow from free to fixed

boundary condition in the far infrared. It is completely symmetric under changing

the sign of α. The latter specifies the infrared boundary condition to be spin up or

down. The boundary fermion a is absorbed into the zero mode b†0.

Figure 5.1: NS Sector (free spectator) solutions to spectral equation (5.12) for non-
zero positive coupling.

For the fixed spectator the spectral equation (5.13) interpolates between integer

solutions at α = 0 and the half-integer ones at α = ±∞. The physical spectrum

however depends on the sign of α. For negative α the Fock space vacuum |0〉α with

respect to the diagonalising oscillators does not belong to the physical space and

thus the physical vacuum is b†α,1|0〉α where b†α,1 is the creation operator for the lowest

1More information on Bogolyubov transformations can be found in section 6.2.
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excitation energy ω1. The physical space for α → −∞ contains a single Virasoro

tower of the ε representation and describes the state space with the opposite direction

fixed boundary conditions on the two ends of the strip. For positive α the physical

vacuum coincides with the Fock space vacuum and in the limit α→∞ we obtain the

Virasoro tower of the identity field that describes the fixed spin boundary condition

with the same direction on the two ends.

It was shown in [66] that the perturbed boundary condition approaches the

infrared fixed point along the leading irrelevant operator, the stress energy tensor

T . More precisely the leading effective Hamiltonian near α =∞ is

hlead
eff =

1

24
+
∞∑
k=1

k b†kbk −
g

2
:

([
∞∑
k=1

(b†k + bk) + b0

]
∞∑
l=1

l(b†l − bl)

)
: (5.14)

with

g = − 1

2π2α2
. (5.15)

The subleading terms in the effective Hamiltonian are discussed in [68]. The leading

exponent shows up in the asymptotic behaviour of the perturbed energy levels. From

(5.13) we obtain a large α expansion for the fixed spectator

ωk = (k − 1/2)(1− 1

2πα2
+

1

(2πα2)2
+

1

(2πα2)3
[
π2

3
(k − 1/2)2 − 1] + . . . ) (5.16)

where the missing terms are of the order 1/α8. A similar expansion can be worked

out for the excitation energies in the case of a free spectator with the leading cor-

rection to integer values being of the order of 1/α2.

5.1.2 TCSA in the Ising model. Approach to fixed point.

For the Ising model with a boundary magnetic field, for the case of a fixed spectator

(Ramond fermions) there is only one primary tower whereas for the case of the free

spectator described by NS-fermions we have two primary fields. The dimensions

of the truncated state space for the free and fixed spectators are displayed in the

Appendix A.1. Later we will also use modified truncation schemes of the type (3.5)

labelled by N1
max and N ε

max – the bounds for descendant levels in the identity and

the energy density towers.
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In this section we concentrate on the approach to the fixed point in the boundary

magnetic field model. Below, on Fig. 5.2 , are the plots of the dimensionless energy

gaps ei − e0 for the first 14 excited energy levels.

(a) NS Sector (free spectator).
ei − e0 versus α for ∆max = 38.

(b) Ramond Sector (fixed spectator).
ei − e0 versus α for ∆max = 40.

Figure 5.2

On these plots we also put the exact solutions (dashed lines). In the first plot

we observe that the TCSA energy gaps remain close to the exact solutions until

the onset of the asymptotic regime corresponding to the IR fixed point which is

marked by levelling of the energy curves and by the change in the multiplicities

of the energy levels. Qualitatively, although we do not get the exact degeneration

(that in the exact solution also happens only asymptotically at infinite coupling),

we clearly see the levels merging giving the degeneracies of the expected IR fixed

point described by Ramond fermions. The point at which this merging occurs de-

pends on ∆max with larger values of this cutoff corresponding to larger α∗, the best

approximation of the coupling value at which the fixed point is reached. The value

of α∗ can more accurately be determined for a few low lying energy levels, where

TCSA is most effective. While the levels initially converge, as we increase the cou-

pling they start diverging from each other and at the same time the TCSA curves

start deviating from the exact solutions. The latter have horizontal asymptotes,

with the corrections following the expansion (5.16), while the TCSA gaps become,

to a good approximation, linear with the coupling with positive slopes. The higher

energy level we take the smaller are the values of α at which deviation from the

exact solution starts. Similar behaviour is observed in the second plot.
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As explained in chapter 4 we expect the energy levels to behave approximately

as

ei − e0 ≈ ∆IR
i + (α− α∗)A(−1)

i +
A

(2)
i

αt
+ . . . (5.17)

where the continuum theory prediction based on (5.14) is t = 2. In principle one

may expect a more general modification of the form

ei − e0 ≈ ∆IR
i + (α− α∗)A(−1)

i +
A

(1)
i

α
+
A

(2)
i

α2
+ . . . (5.18)

where the coefficients A
(−1)
i , A

(1)
i , A

(2)
i depend on ∆max and the ellipses stand for the

terms suppressed by higher powers of α. To reproduce the continuum results the

coefficients A
(−1)
i , A

(1)
i can both be expected to be suppressed by powers of ∆max

while A
(2)
i should be constant up to terms suppressed by powers of ∆max. It is quite

hard to extract next to leading order power corrections from numerical data so we

are going to test the simpler ansatz (5.17). If we subtract the linear part in some

way then we can estimate t from the numerical data.

As mentioned before, the linear part in (5.17), which ultimately takes the energy

levels away from the fixed point, could be related to the domination of the truncated

interaction matrix V . Since in TCSA we are dealing with a finite matrix of the form

h = L0 + αV , when α is large enough the interaction matrix V dominates and the

eigenvalues are well approximated by α times the eigenvalues of V . So that the

α → ±∞ behaviour is definitely linear. To test this idea we plot on Fig. 5.3 the

quantity e1 − e0 − sα where s is the difference of the two lowest eigenvalues of V .

We note that the two lowest eigenvalues for the free spectator with integer ∆max are

degenerate and hence, we plot only the unmodified spectrum.
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(a) e1−e0−sα vs α > 0 with s given by the
interaction matrix eigenvalues for the free
spectator for ∆max = 59.5 and ∆max = 60.

(b) e1 − e0 − sα vs α > 0 with s given by
the interaction matrix eigenvalues for the
fixed spectator with ∆max = 32.

Figure 5.3

The plots show that for larger values of α the energy gap flattens and the inter-

action matrix dominates as expected. Zooming in to the region near the fixed point,

we observe that there is a residual difference between s and the slope of e1− e0 near

the fixed point. There are thus two different regimes in which the energy gaps are

approximately linear with the first regime being near the appearance of the physical

IR fixed point while the second regime where eigenvalues of V dominate can be

related to the flow beyond which we are going to discuss in detail later.

To estimate t from numerical data we use two slightly different procedures. In

the first method we calculate numerically

D1
s(e1 − e0) ≡ α

d

dα
ln

(
α
d

dα
[e1(α)− e0(α)− sα]

)
(5.19)

where ei(α) are the dimensionless TCSA energy levels and s is a numerically ob-

tained slope of the function e1(α) − e0(α) past α = α∗. As we do not have a good

understanding of the linearity in α of the leading truncation correction we are going

to use two different prescriptions for s: taking the difference of the two lowest eigen-

values of the interaction matrix and using a regression analysis for TCSA numerics

near the appearance of the IR fixed point.

In the second method we subtract the linear part by applying an additional
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differential operator 1− αd/dα:

D2(e1 − e0) ≡ α
d

dα
ln

(
α
d

dα
(1− α d

dα
)[e1(α)− e0(α)]

)
. (5.20)

These differential operators are chosen so that substituting into them a function of

the form (5.17), we obtain −t. In the presence of subleading terms we expect this

to be approximately true so that the function changes slowly near the value −t.

Using the first method and taking s from the interaction matrix we obtain the

plots for each choice of spectator and different truncation levels presented on Fig.

5.4 and Fig. 5.5.

Figure 5.4: D1
s(e1 − e0) versus α > 0 for the free spectator. Linear term removed

using interaction matrix eigenvalues.

Figure 5.5: D1
s(e1 − e0) versus α > 0 for the fixed spectator. Linear term removed

using interaction matrix eigenvalues.
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For the fixed spectator and for integer ∆max in the free spectator case we see that

the curve for D1
s(e1− e0) has a minimum descending towards t = −2 as we increase

∆max. For the free spectator the curves for half-integer ∆max form a separate band

and instead of a minimum they have an inflection point. Increasing the coupling

past the minimum or inflection point we arrive to the region approximately between

α = 2 and α = 4 (not displayed in the above plots) where the curve flattens again

around the value t = 1. The same flattening near the value t = 1 also occurs for

the fixed spectator and for the free spectator with integer ∆max. This points to an

approximately linear regime past the appearance of the IR fixed point. If we read

off the slope numerically (via regression analysis) in that region and use it for the

value of s we obtain the plots presented on Fig. 5.6 and 5.7.

Figure 5.6: D1
s(e1 − e0) versus α > 0 for the free spectator. Linear term removed

using regression analysis on the interval 2 < α < 4.
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Figure 5.7: D1
s(e1 − e0) versus α > 0 for the fixed spectator. Linear term removed

using regression analysis on the interval 2 < α < 4.

The region where the curve for D1
s(e1 − e0) flattens now looks like a region near

an infection point for both spectators and all truncation levels. These regions are

closer to the theoretical value t = −2 than with the previous choice of s. In chapter

4 we discussed why such a linear regime occurs past the closest approach to the IR

fixed point.

For the second method that uses (5.20) we first present the results for the free

spectator on Fig. 5.8.

Figure 5.8: D2(e1 − e0) versus α > 0 for the free spectator.

Again we observe a qualitatively different behaviour for integer and non-integer

∆max. For integer ∆max the D2(e1 − e0) curves have an approximate inflection
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point. These inflection points are not easily discerned from the plots but are found

numerically and become more pronounced on increasing the truncation. Also they

have a minimum for larger values of α. It is interesting to note that such qualitative

differences are not visible when looking at the ei − e0 curves.

For the fixed spectator the plot is presented on Fig. 5.9.

Figure 5.9: D2(e1 − e0) versus α > 0 for the fixed spectator.

For all three methods we observe a flattening of the “treated gaps” D1
s(e1 − e0)

and D2(e1− e0) at around α ≈ 1. Finding the values at the minima or the inflection

points we obtain best fits to the value of the leading infrared exponent. These

best fits are tabulated below for each choice of spectator, method and a sample of

truncations2.

∆max

method 24.5 34.5 37.5 25 35 38
D1
s with s from

interaction ma-
trix eigenvalues

(0.65,-1.76) (0.64,-1.68) (0.64,-1.68) (0.65,-0.86) (0.68,-0.96) (0.68,1.00)

D1
s with s from

regression analy-
sis

(0.713,-1.89) (0.727,-1.89) (0.73,-1.89) (1.361,-2.41) (1.133,-2.43) (1.07,-2.36)

D2 (0.95,-1.8) (0.965,-1.78) (0.97,-1.75) (1.61,-2.2) (1.38,-2.24) (1.44,-2.33)

Table 5.1: Best fits (α, t) for the leading IR exponent t, for the free spectator.

We see that D1
s with locally determined slope s gives most accurate estimates of

t. As we increase ∆max the estimates behave monotonically but do not always get

closer to the theoretical values. The errors of these approximations can be attributed

2The best fit for D2 for the free spectator with ∆max = 25 was calculated using the location of
the minimum. For the higher truncation levels, the location of the inflection point was used.
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∆max

method 26 36 40
D1
s with s from inter-

action matrix eigen-
values

(0.825,-1.25) (0.868,-1.35) (0.88,-1.4)

D1
s with s from regres-

sion analysis
(0.988,-2.34) (0.89,-2.17) (0.88,-2.12)

D2 (1.2,-2.15) (1.129,-1.94) (1.118,-1.92)

Table 5.2: Best fits (α, t) for the leading IR exponent t, for the fixed spectator.

to truncation effects as well as to the deficiencies of the method which in particular

include not knowing the coefficient A
(1)
1 in (5.18) which, given the results, we may

expect to be small.

For the free spectator we also tried more general (N1
max, N

ε
max)–truncation schemes.

For small differences |N1
max −N ε

max| the results are roughly in the same ball park as

for the standard truncation scheme. We will discuss the effects of these truncation

schemes further in section 6.4.

5.2 The perturbed tricritical Ising model

5.2.1 Boundary flows in tricritical Ising model

The space of boundary flows that start out from Cardy boundary conditions in the

tricritical Ising model is well known in the literature [53],[71] and is depicted on

Figure 5.10. The blue lines on the picture represent the perturbations by ψ13 that

we will consider in this thesis. The red lines going from (d) to (+) and (−) boundary

conditions correspond to the RG flows given by ψ12 perturbations and the dashed

lines stand for component flows from the (+)⊕ (−) superposition of two boundary

conditions. The black lines correspond to two flows from (d) to (−0) and (0+)

generated by a particular linear combination of ψ12 and ψ13 which so far have not

been found numerically but should be there for continuity reasons.

Some of the flows depicted on Figure 5.10 are related by the action of topological

defects by virtue of the Graham-Watts theorem [72]. Topological defects Xi in a

Virasoro minimal model are labelled by a primary state label i. They act on Cardy
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(−)⊕(+)

d

0− – 0 0+ +

Figure 5.10: The space of boundary flows in the Tricritical Ising Model.

boundary states |j〉〉 by means of fusion rules coefficients N k
ij so that

Xi|j〉〉 =
∑
k

N k
ij|k〉〉 . (5.21)

In particular for the tricritical Ising model the defect Xε′′ is the spin-reversal defect.

Its action reflects the flows on Figure 5.10 about the vertical line, exchanging the +

and − labels of the boundary conditions. Another useful defect is Xσ′ which maps

the horizontal pair of flows from (0+) to (+) and to (0) into the vertical pair of

flows from (d) to (0) and to (+)⊕ (−). Thus to describe ψ13-flows we can focus on

the pair of flows that starts from (0+):

(0)←− (0+) −→ (+) . (5.22)

For these flows the dimensionless Hamiltonian on a strip is given by

h = (L0 − c/24) + µLψ13(0, 0) (5.23)

where µ is the dimensionful coupling and ψ13(0, 0) stands for the primary field

inserted on the strip at (τ, σ) = (0, 0). The matrix elements of the perturbing

operator can be calculated using the conformal mapping from the upper half plane
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to the strip: w = L
π

lnz. Here w = τ + iσ is the complex coordinate on the strip and

z = x+ iy is the complex coordinate on the upper half plane: y ≥ 0. Using this we

rewrite (5.23) as

h = (L0 − c/24) + λπ−0.4ψ13(1) (5.24)

where λ = µL0.4 is the dimensionless coupling 3 and ψ13(1) stands for the operator

inserted on the boundary of the upper half plane. The matrix elements of the

perturbing operator can be computed using radial quantisation.

We assume that on the bottom edge of the strip we have the (0+) boundary

condition while on the top edge we have a choice of 6 spectator boundary conditions.

Choosing a spectator with label s gives us a Hilbert space that can be decomposed

into Virasoro irreducible representations as in (3.1). The dimensions of the truncated

state space for the tricritical Ising model with (d) spectator are displayed in the

Appendix A.2. The matrix elements are calculated by sandwiching the Hamiltonian

(5.24) between states (3.3) and using commutation relations between the Virasoro

generators and ψ13(1) to express them in terms of boundary three point functions

which we calculate here as per [69].

5.2.2 Structure constants

As discussed earlier, a change in boundary conditions from a to b on the UHP can

be described in the boundary operator language, as the insertion of a boundary

changing field which we label ψ(ab). When the boundary conditions a and b are

the same, it is less common to think of this as a field which changes the boundary

condition a to boundary condition a, rather to consider this as a degree of freedom

on the a-boundary. This difference is in interpretation only.

We can calculate the short distance expansion of two such boundary fields at points

x,y with x>y

ψ
(ab)
i (x)ψ

(bc)
j (y) =

∑
k

C
(abc)k
ij (x− y)hk−hi−hj(ψ

(ac)
k (y) + c1(x− y)(L−1ψ

(ac)
k ) + · · · )

(5.25)

3Throughout this thesis, we also use λ to represent a model independent coupling in a more
general setting. It should be clear from the context which coupling is being referred to.
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thus defining the boundary structure constants C
(abc)k
ij . The three point function

can be calculated using this OPE as follows (for x > y > z):

< ψ
(ab)
i (x)ψ

(bc)
j (y)ψ

(ca)
k (z) > =

∑
p

C
(abc)p
ij (x− y)hp−hi−hj < ψ(ac)

p (y)ψ
(ca)
k (z) >

=
∑
p

C
(abc)p
ij (x− y)hp−hi−hjC(aca)1

pp (y − z)−2hp < 1 >a δp,k

= C
(abc)k
ij C

(aca)1
kk (x− y)hk−hi−hj(y − z)−2hk < 1 >a

(5.26)

where we have used 〈ψ(ab)
i (x)ψ

(ba)
j (y)〉a = C

(aba)1
ii (x−y)−2hi < 1 >a δi,j. We can then

write down the normalised structure constants:

C̃
(abc)
ijk =

< ψ
(ab)
i (x)ψ

(bc)
j (y)ψ

(ca)
k (z) >

||ψ(ab)
i || ||ψ

(ac)
k ||

√
C

(bcb)1
jj

= C
(abc)k
ij

(
C

(aca)1
kk

C
(aba)1
ii C

(bcb)1
jj

)1/2

(5.27)

where we choose a normalisation for our fields such that ||ψ(ab)
i ||2 = C

(aba)1
ii < 1 >a.

There is still an overall unknown normalisation here residing in the one point func-

tion of the identity operator, < 1 >a, however, this cancels in the ratio (5.27).

5.2.3 Recurrence relation for fusion matrices

It is shown in [69] that there is a relation between the so-called fusion or F-matrices

and the constants which appear in the three point function defined above:

Fbk

 a c

i j

 = C
(abc)k
ij (5.28)

The F-matrices arise in the calculation of conformal blocks. Their meaning can

be conveniently captured diagrammatically as shown in figure 5.11. External lines

represent the fields in the conformal block and intermediary states are represented

by internal lines. The OPE is taken at the vertex, obeying the fusion rules of the
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i lp

j k

= Fpq

[
j k
i l

]
i l

q
k

j

Figure 5.11: Diagrammatic representation of the fusion matrices.

associated field (see Appendix B.1) and giving rise to the intermediate state. The

fusion rules must be satisfied whatever way the diagram is ‘read’. Here and in the

below calculation, Latin letters such as i,j,k,... and ∆ all represent fields in the four

point function.

We use the Recurrence relation outlined in [69] to calculate these Fusion matri-

ces and hence the normalised structure constants. The recursive formula for the

calculation of the F Matrices is:

Fpq

 j k + ∆

i l



=
∑
r,s

Fk+∆,r

 l ∆

p k

 · Fps
 j k

i r

 · Frq
 s ∆

i l

 · Fs,k+∆

 ∆ k

q j


(5.29)

where ∆ = (12) or (21) and if j stands for (r,s), then j±∆ is (r,s±1),(r±1,s) re-

spectively. Commas in the above are used merely to separate the relevant matrix

indices. There are restrictions on the allowed values of r and s based on the fusion

rules. In particular N r
pk · N r

l∆ 6= 0, N s
jk · N s

q∆ 6= 0 and N i
rs 6= 0 with the maximal

range of r and s given by r=l±∆ and s=q±∆.

The formula is used recursively until all terms are of the form (ie the expression

contains a single term as per the below or a product of such terms):

F

 j ∆

i l

 = Fpq

 j ∆

i l

 =

 Fl−∆,j−∆ Fl−∆,j+∆

Fl+∆,j−∆ Fl+∆,j+∆

 (5.30)
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At this point, we use direct substitution to calculate each term as a product of Γ

functions given by the following:

For ∆ = (2, 1):

Fpq =

 Γ(dj)Γ(1−dl)
Γ( 1

2
(1−di+dj−dl))Γ( 1

2
(1+di+dj−dl))

Γ(−dj)Γ(1−dl)
Γ( 1

2
(1−di−dj−dl))Γ( 1

2
(1+di−dj−dl))

Γ(dj)Γ(1+dl)

Γ( 1
2

(1−di+dj+dl))Γ( 1
2

(1+di+dj+dl))

Γ(−dj)Γ(1+dl)

Γ( 1
2

(1−di−dj+dl))Γ( 1
2

(1+di−dj+dl))

 (5.31)

For ∆ = (1, 2):

Fpq =

 Γ(− 1
t
dj)Γ( 1

t
(t+dl))

Γ( 1
2t

(t+di−dj+dl))Γ( 1
2t

(t−di−dj+dl))
Γ( 1

t
dj)Γ( 1

t
(t+dl))

Γ( 1
2t

(t+di+dj+dl))Γ( 1
2t

(t−di+dj+dl))
Γ(− 1

t
dj)Γ( 1

t
(t−dl))

Γ( 1
2t

(t+di−dj−dl))Γ( 1
2t

(t−di−dj−dl))
Γ( 1

t
dj)Γ( 1

t
(t−dl))

Γ( 1
2t

(t+di+dj−dl))Γ( 1
2t

(t−di+dj−dl))

 (5.32)

The normalised structure constants for the tricritical Ising model are quoted

in Appendix B.2 and we note that some helpful identities for their calculation are

contained in [69].

5.2.4 TCSA in the tricritical Ising model. Approach to fixed

point.

We would like to focus here on reading off the leading asymptotic exponent for the

energy gap on approach to the infrared fixed points for the two flows in (5.22).

These flows were analysed in TCSA in [53] where the numerics were also com-

pared against the TBA results. As expected, the approach to the IR fixed point

was found to be independent of the choice of spectator boundary condition. Our

numeric computations for the energy levels, which were performed with truncated

state spaces with dimension of the order 2,500 4 agree with the results of [53].

For a positive coupling λ the flow (0+) → (+) is observed whilst for negative cou-

pling the (0+)→ (0) flow is realised. The boundary spectrum of the (+) boundary

condition contains only the identity tower and the end of the flow is believed to be

dominated by the stress-energy tensor. For the negative coupling the approach to

the IR fixed point (0) is believed to be dominated by the irrelevant field ψ31 ≡ ε′′

4The dimension is spectator dependent: the results were obtained for various levels, each cor-
responding to a dimension of the order 2,500 for the chosen spectator.
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of dimension 3/25. Using (4.3) with ∆UV = 3/5 for the ψ13 ≡ ε′ field and ∆IR
(+) = 2

and ∆IR
(0) = 3/2 for the stress energy tensor and ψ31 field we find

tTIM
T =

5

2
, tTIM

ψ31
=

5

4
. (5.33)

To find numerical approximations to these theoretical values we use the same method-

ology 6 as section 5.1.2 with numerical best fits for the (d) spectator displayed in

Table 5.3 below.

Positive Coupling Negative Coupling
method \
∆max

16 18 20 16 18 20

D1
s with s

from inter-
action ma-
trix eigen-
values

(0.641,-1.05) (0.644,-1.11) (0.65,-1.17) (0.208,-1.37) (0.211,-1.43) (0.214,-1.55)

D1
s with

s from
regression
analysis

(0.704,-2.54) (0.697,-2.54) (0.69,-2.54) (0.54,-1.63) (0.53,-1.57) (0.52,-1.55)

D2 (0.975,-2.62) (0.946,-2.56) (0.925,-2.5) (0.702,-1.43) (0.7,-1.37) (0.69,-1.31)

Table 5.3: Best fits (λ, t) for the leading IR exponent t for positive and negative
coupling.

On Figure 5.12 we present the plots for the third method based on (5.20). For

brevity we present only the results for the spectator boundary condition given by

the Cardy state |σ〉〉. We see similar behaviour near the fixed point as in the Ising

model where we have an inflection point in similar plots. Increasing the truncation

weight improves the approximation of the leading power bringing it closer to the

theoretical value (5/2 for positive coupling and 5/4 for negative coupling).

5This claim is substantiated by the fact that for large central charge the boundary ψ13 flows
become perturbative in the negative coupling direction and the dimension of the leading irrelevant
operator in the IR can be shown to be that of ψ31.

6The analysis is applied to the second excited state E2 as this state merges with the third
excited state enabling us to better predict when the fixed point is reached. The linear regression
for the operator D1

s was performed in the region 1 < λ < 2.
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(a) D2(e2 − e0) versus λ > 0 in the TIM
with (d) spectator boundary condition.

(b) D2(e2 − e0) versus λ < 0 in the TIM
with (d) spectator boundary condition.

Figure 5.12

We note that similar behaviour is observed for the other spectators.

5.3 Concluding Remarks

In this section we provide a brief review of the work conducted in this chapter.

In chapter 4, we argued that the energy levels in the TCSA spectrum may be-

have approximately as in eqn (5.17) where α∗ is the point of best approximation to

the IR fixed point, which is dependent on the value of the truncation ∆max. Naively,

one may expect that the linear term here is due to the asymptotic domination of

the interaction matrix. In fact, there is a numerically observed linear regime on

approach to the fixed point which is not accounted for by the domination of the

interaction matrix. This was verified numerically by subtracting a linear term us-

ing the eigenvalues of the interaction matrix and calculating the leading power of

the TCSA spectrum around the fixed point. That there are multiple linear regimes

in the spectrum is a surprising feature of TCSA. Physically, we expect that any

linear term in this region is suppressed by truncation as it is not present in the

continuum theory. However, it is clearly dominant at the truncation levels we have

probed. Subtracting this term from the TCSA spectrum, we can use TCSA to more

accurately describe the spectrum of the perturbed CFT.
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We have described three methods for removing this linear term and how the leading

power may be isolated on approach to the fixed point. We applied this technology

to the boundary Ising and Tricritical Ising models where our numeric predictions on

the leading power match well with expected analytic values.
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Flows Beyond the IR Fixed Point

In TCSA the closest approach to an IR fixed point emerges at a finite value of

the coupling. A well-known and surprising feature of the TCSA spectrum is the

presence of further flows beyond this point. In the case of boundary flows, it has

been observed [53] that upon increasing the coupling to larger values, the low lying

spectrum rearranges itself to approximate that of another fixed point.

This is the subject of our second application of TCSA as referenced in chapter 5.

These “flows beyond” take many qualitatively different forms, with some models

containing single flows beyond whilst others pass through a sequence of several fixed

points. There are examples of reverse physical RG flows whilst in some models,

despite seemingly ‘deliberate’ flows towards a stable regime, the spectrum does not

reach a fixed point identifiable with any local boundary condition.

Whilst these flows have been observed numerically, they lack a theoretical under-

standing. Working in the examples of the boundary Ising and tricritical Ising models,

we analyse them numerically, using analytic techniques where possible to elucidate

the effects further. We provide supporting evidence for our ‘working hypothesis’

explaining their appearance in TCSA, outlined in chapter 4, where the spectrum is

driven away from the fixed point by the irrelevant operator by which it approached

with opposite sign of the coupling.

In general, we find that the flows beyond the first fixed point are very sensitive to

modifications of the truncation scheme. We discuss two exactly solvable models in

a ‘mode truncated’ scheme which adds to our understanding of the picture outlined

in chapter 4 and consider perturbations of IR fixed points by irrelevant operators in
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an effort to understand the large coupling behaviour of the spectrum. Supplement-

ing this, in an effort to model possible infrared regularisation schemes, we consider

modified truncation types and investigate their effect on the spectrum.

6.1 Examples

In the examples discussed in the chapter 5 as we increase the coupling past the IR

fixed point we observe a rearrangement of multiplicities characteristic of a different

fixed point. We call these “flows beyond the IR fixed point”, or just “flows beyond”.

They were observed and discussed in [66],[52], [53].

The simplest case of a flow beyond appears to be the boundary magnetic field

flow in the Ising model with a fixed spin spectator (c.f. eqn (5.9)). If we are to plot

the energy gaps ei− e0 versus the coupling we will see that past the fixed point they

settle asymptotically into a linear regime1. We can interpret this linearity as due

to energy rescalings stemming from truncation effects. Such rescalings have been

discussed in the perturbative regime in [53]. Looking instead at the normalised

energy gaps,

∆en
i =

ei − e0

e1 − e0

, (6.1)

we remove the energy rescalings and can observe the asymptotic multiplicities rear-

ranging themselves (here for simplicity we assume that the vacuum does not become

asymptotically degenerate). The normalised gaps for the flow at hand are presented

on Figure 6.1 using the logarithmic scale ln|α| for ease of visualisation.

(a) ∆en
i versus ln|α| for α > 0, ∆max = 34

for the fixed spectator.
(b) ∆en

i versus ln|α| for α < 0, ∆max = 34
for the fixed spectator.

Figure 6.1

1This is the second linear regime past the λ = λ∗∗ threshold discussed in chapter 4.
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These plots show that for very large absolute values of the coupling the mul-

tiplicities rearrange back to those of the original UV fixed point so that the flow

beyond looks like the reverse of the physical flow from the UV free boundary condi-

tion to the IR fixed boundary condition. In the plots we have marked with dashed

lines approximate regions representing the vicinities of fixed points (the IR fixed

point occurs approximately along the α = 0 axis). Of course the flow beyond is not

physical in that it violates the g-theorem[74, 75]. It does not happen in the con-

tinuum theory and is entirely an artefact of the truncation. However, we find this

phenomenon interesting in that it does arise in a variety of situations when using

TCSA, especially for boundary perturbations, and understanding the mechanism

behind it must tell us something about how TCSA works at large couplings.

In general, in TCSA we are dealing with a Hamiltonian of the form

h = LUV
0 + λV UV (6.2)

where LUV
0 and V UV are finite matrices. Asymptotically, possibly after a number of

different intermediate regimes, the interaction matrix is bound to dominate over the

LUV
0 matrix and the energy gaps will be given by the difference of the eigenvalues

vi of the interaction matrix V UV times the coupling. More precisely, assuming the

eigenvalues vi are non-degenerate and vmin is the smallest eigenvalue and vmax is the

largest eigenvalue we have

ei − e0 ∼ λ(vi − vmin) when λ→∞ , (6.3)

ei − e0 ∼ λ(vi − vmax) when λ→ −∞ . (6.4)

For the normalised gaps we then get an asymptotic approach to constant values:

∆en
i ∼

vi − vmin

v1 − vmin

when λ→∞ (6.5)

and similarly for λ→ −∞. For degenerate eigenvalues of V UV the situation is a bit

more interesting. If ei and ej are two eigenvalues of h that asymptotically tend to the

same degenerate eigenvalue, vk, then their difference will be given asymptotically by

the leading correction, which is equal to an eigenvalue of the operator LUV
0 reduced
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to the eigenspace for ~vk, the associated eigenvector. This will affect the asymptotic

behaviour (6.5) when the smallest (or largest) eigenvalue of V UV is degenerate.

Coming back to the boundary magnetic field flow, we checked that the smallest

and largest eigenvalues of V UV, which differ only by the sign, are non-degenerate for

the fixed spin spectator. The asymptotic behaviour (6.5) holds numerically to good

accuracy. The flow beyond is simply described (asymptotically) as the dominance

of the interaction matrix. However the multiplicities for low lying eigenvalues of

V UV turn out to be the same as those of LUV
0 . For a fixed number of low lying

states it is essential to take large enough ∆max to observe this as for small ∆max the

multiplicities still deviate. We have no simple explanation of this coincidence.

Although, to avoid clutter, in Fig 6.1 we present only the normalised gaps ob-

tained for a particular value of ∆max we have made a comparison for a number of

different values of ∆max and observed that the value of α at which we enter the

asymptotic regime with the UV BCFT multiplicities increases as we increase ∆max.

Physically this supports the intuition that flows beyond constitute a truncation ef-

fect and are absent in the continuum theory. Qualitatively this also ties in with

the domination of αV UV matrix that would set in for larger values of α because the

largest eigenvalue of LUV
0 grows linearly with ∆max while it is observed numerically

that of V UV only grows as a square root of ∆max.

The phenomenon of flows beyond is even more spectacular for the boundary ψ1,3

flows in the TIM. As explained in section 5.2.1 due to the Graham-Watts theorem

we can focus on the ψ13-flows originating from the (0+) boundary condition. While

for positive values of the coupling we find a physical RG flow to the (+) boundary

condition and no flow beyond, for negative coupling we find a cascade of flows beyond

that can be summarised by the following diagram

(0+)→ (0)→ (−0)→ (−) (6.6)

as discerned from the changes in multiplicities of the normalised energy gaps plotted

on Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: ∆ei versus ln|λ| in the TIM with (d)-spectator and λ < 0 with ∆max =
20.

In these plots we chose the disordered boundary condition (d) as a spectator

but, remarkably, the cascade of multiplicity changes is the same for any choice of 6

spectator boundary conditions. These flows beyond were first investigated in [53].

While the far end of the cascade can be still described by the dominance of the

interaction matrix V UV within a degree of numerical accuracy, particularly in the

low lying spectrum, the intermediate linear regimes with rearranged multiplicities

cannot be described so simply. The independence from the spectator boundary

condition suggests some local description in the space of effective Hamiltonians of

the type discussed in chapter 4. In that description the flows beyond are described by

perturbations of IR fixed points by irrelevant operators with flipped sign. Crucially,

to determine where the bounce flow is headed next depends on the truncation scheme

at the IR fixed point. In the next section we describe two exactly solvable models of

truncated perturbations that offer further insights supporting the picture outlined

in chapter 4.

6.2 Two exactly solvable models

6.2.1 Canonical transformations in Quantum Field Theory

In the following section, to supplement our numeric studies, we provide the de-

tails of two analytically solvable truncated Quantum Field Theories. Both theories

are quadratic (more precisely, bilinear) in the creation and annihilation operators
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and are therefore, diagonalisable. One method of solving such theories is via the

Bogolyubov transformation, a canonical transformation between the creation and

annihilation operators. We recall some generalities of canonical transformations.

Given a set of fermionic2 creation and annihilation operators a, a† satisfying the

usual anti-commutation relations

{ai, a†j} = δij, {ai, aj} = {a†i , a
†
j} = 0, (6.7)

a canonical transformation is a set of operators bi, b
†
j defined as

bi =
∑
m

(Φimam + Ψima
†
m), b†j =

∑
n

(Φ∗jna
†
n + Ψ∗jnan) (6.8)

satisfying the same anti-commutation relations:

{bi, b†j} = δij, {bi, bj} = {b†i , b
†
j} = 0. (6.9)

If such a map is both linear and unitary (sometimes referred to as proper or unitarily

equivalent), it constitutes a Bogolyubov transformation.

Plugging equations (6.8) into (6.9) and using equations (6.7), we can find relations

between Φ and Ψ.

For example,

{bi, b†j} =
∑
m,n

ΦimΦ∗jn{am, a†n}+
∑
m,n

ΦimΨ∗jn{am, an}

+
∑
m,n

ΨimΦ∗jn{a†m, a†n}+
∑
m,n

ΨimΨ∗jn{a†m, an}.
(6.10)

2The below can readily be adapted to bosonic operators. See, for example [21].
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Using (6.7) and summing over n, we can write

δij = {bi, b†j} =
∑
m

(ΦimΦ∗jm + ΨimΨ∗jm)

=
∑
m

(Φim(Φ∗mj)
′ + Ψim(Ψ∗mj)

′)

(6.11)

where Φ′ is the transpose of Φ. Then the following relations hold:

ΦΦ† + ΨΨ† = I,

Φ∗Φ′ + Ψ∗Ψ′ = I.
(6.12)

The second equation comes from taking the complex conjugate of the first equation

whilst noting that (Φ†)∗ = Φ′. Similarly, considering the anti-commutators {bi, bj} =

{b†i , b
†
j} = 0 we find the following relations:

ΦΨ′ + ΨΦ′ = 0,

Φ∗Ψ† + Ψ∗Φ† = 0.

(6.13)

Equations (6.8) may be represented in matrix form as

 b

b†

 =

 Φ Ψ

Φ∗ Ψ∗

 a

a†

 , (6.14)

where we define

A =

 Φ Ψ

Φ∗ Ψ∗

 (6.15)

as the matrix of the canonical transformation.

It is clear from equations (6.12) and (6.13) then, that A has right inverse

A−1 =

 Φ† Ψ′

Φ† Ψ′

 . (6.16)

By definition, the canonical transformation is reversible and hence, has a left inverse

also. If an operator has both left and right inverse, then these inverses coincide. Then
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(6.16) is also the left inverse for A from which we can find the additional relations

Φ†Ψ + Ψ′Φ∗ = 0, Ψ†Φ + Φ′Ψ∗ = 0,

Φ†Φ + Ψ′Ψ∗ = I, Φ′Φ∗ + Ψ†Ψ = I.
(6.17)

We can see that successive compositions of canonical transformations are realised via

matrix multiplication. That the matrix of a canonical transformation has a two sided

inverse allows us to conclude that the linear canonical transformations form a group.

The transformation (6.8), (6.9) is unitary if there exists some unitary operator Û

such that

b† = Ûa†Û−1, b = ÛaÛ−1. (6.18)

It can be shown [21] that such an operator exists if and only if the operator Ψ

is Hilbert-Schmidt and that every canonical transformation is unitary if there are

a finite number of degrees of freedom. In infinite dimensional systems (such as a

general Quantum Field Theory), we can readily find improper canonical transfor-

mations which do not produce unitarily equivalent descriptions of physics. In what

follows, we work on a truncated space with finite degrees of freedom and therefore

all transformations are unitarily equivalent.

Using this technology, we now present the solution for two Quantum Field The-

ories within the same truncation scheme: the boundary magnetic field flow in the

Ising model and the perturbation of the Ising model by the stress-energy tensor

restricted to the boundary.

6.2.2 Model I

In this section, we consider two analytically solvable models with the same trunca-

tion scheme. The first example shows that by using an alternative scheme to TCSA,

there may be no flow beyond the IR fixed point. The second is an example of a

theory with a bounce flow – flowing first to a new fixed point, then returning back

to the original one.
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In the first example we use a mode truncation scheme for the boundary magnetic

field flow in the Ising model where we leave the spin to fluctuate freely on the

spectator boundary. The mode truncation scheme for this flow was first considered

in [66] where it was noted that there is no flow beyond.

For the free spectator the Hamiltonian in the mode truncation scheme, written

in the notation of section 5.1.1 is

HNS
mod =

π

L

[ nc∑
k=0

(k + 1/2)a†k+1/2ak+1/2 −
1

48
+ iα

nc∑
k=0

(a†k+1/2 + ak+1/2)a
]

(6.19)

restricted to the subspace of the physical space spanned by the states of the form

(5.7) built with operators a†i+1/2, i = 0, . . . , nc. The integer nc is the mode truncation

parameter. The dimension of the truncated state space is 2nc+1.

We introduce the dimensionless Hamiltonian

hNS
mod =

L

π
HNS

mod. (6.20)

This may be diagonalised by means of a Bogolyubov transformation. To find the

latter we write an ansatz for the diagonalising modes:

bω =
nc∑
k=0

(Aω,ka
†
k+1/2 +Bω,kak+1/2) + af(ω) , (6.21)

and require that it satisfies

[hNS
mod, bω] = ωbω . (6.22)

Calculating (6.22), we find

[hNS
mod, bω] =

nc∑
k=0

Aω,k[h
NS
mod, a

†
k+1/2] +

nc∑
k=0

Bω,k[h
NS
mod, ak+1/2] + f(ω)[hNS

mod, a], (6.23)
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at which point, we calculate separately

[hNS
mod, a] = 2iα

nc∑
k=0

(a†k+1/2 + ak+1/2),

[hNS
mod, a

†
k+1/2] = (k + 1/2)a†k+1/2 − iαa,

[hNS
mod, ak+1/2] = −(k + 1/2)ak+1/2 − iαa.

(6.24)

Equation (6.22) can now be solved for the respective coefficients of the creation

and annihilation operators. Solving for a single a†i we find

Aω,k = − 2iαf(ω)

(k + 1/2)− ω
(6.25)

and for a single ai

Bω,k =
2iαf(ω)

(k + 1/2) + ω
. (6.26)

Solving for the boundary fermion gives

nc∑
k=0

(Aω,k +Bω,k) = −ωf(ω)

iα
. (6.27)

Substituting equations (6.25) and (6.26) into (6.27), we find the following spectral

equation for the frequencies ω:

nc∑
k=0

2ω2

(k + 1/2)2 − ω2
= − ω2

2α2
. (6.28)

The solutions to equation (6.28), ωi, are shown as the intersection points in Fig.

6.33.

3The solutions for zero coupling are not shown.
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Figure 6.3: NS Sector (free spectator) solutions to the mode truncated spectral
equation (6.28) for non-zero coupling.

This equation has nc + 1 bounded modes which include zero and nc solutions

ω = ±ω̃n, ω̃n > 0 that remain bounded as α → ∞. It also has one heavy mode

solution ω = Ωα where

Ωα ∼ 2|α|
√
nc + 1 as α→ ±∞ . (6.29)

The state space then splits neatly into two subspaces: the one with light states that

is built using b†ω̃n and the one with heavy states built using b†Ωα and other oscillators.

In the heavy states subspace the energy gaps diverge linearly as α→ ±∞. Focusing

on the light states one has

lim
α→±∞

ω̃n = n+O
(

1

nc

)
, n = 1, . . . , nc (6.30)

so that up to errors suppressed by the truncation parameter we obtain the spectrum

of the fixed spin boundary condition describing the IR fixed point. The vacuum

energy also diverges linearly in α due to the Ωα mode contribution. In the energy

gaps ei − e0 this divergence cancels for the light states. We can interpret this

asymptotic behaviour in terms of the dominance of the interaction matrix V . The

latter has only two eigenvalues:
√
nc + 1 and −

√
nc + 1, with equal dimensions. The

light states including the vacuum are, asymptotically, perturbations of the states in

the −
√
nc + 1-subspace for α → ∞ and of the

√
nc + 1-subspace for α → −∞.

While the states in the heavy states subspace all decouple, the light states give the
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approximate spectrum of the IR fixed point due to the first perturbative correction.

In a bit more detail we write

LUV
0 + αV UV = α(V UV +

1

α
LUV

0 ) (6.31)

and treat 1
α
LUV

0 as a perturbation. In the energy gaps, the leading terms from the

appropriate eigenvectors of V UV cancel each other while the first order correction

from the perturbation gives rise to constant terms in the α → ±∞ limit. The nu-

merical values according to the secular equation are the eigenvalues of LUV
0 restricted

to the appropriate eigensubspace of V UV. It is remarkable that up to corrections

suppressed by 1/nc this gives the correct spectrum of LIR
0 . We are not aware at

present of any simple explanation of this fact.

For the fixed spectator the story is very much similar. The mode truncated Hamil-

tonian reads

HR
mod =

π

L

( nc∑
n=1

nb†nbn +
1

24
+ iα[

nc∑
n=1

(b†n + bn) + b0]a
)

(6.32)

and the spectral equation (6.28) is replaced by

nc∑
k=1

2ω2

k2 − ω2
− 1 = − ω2

2α2
. (6.33)

As we increase the coupling, the elementary low lying spectrum changes from in-

tegers to approximately half-integers, with corrections suppressed by nc. No flow

beyond takes place.

6.2.3 Model II

Our second model is the boundary perturbation of the Ising model by the stress-

energy tensor restricted to the boundary: T = − L
2π

:ψ∂τψ :(0, 0) with a coupling

g. We note that we are perturbing the fixed boundary condition here. Choosing

the fixed spin spectator and using the mode truncation scheme this model can be
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described by the following dimensionless Hamiltonian

hncg = − 1

48
+

nc∑
k=0

(k +
1

2
)a†k+1/2ak+1/2

−g
2

:

(
nc∑
k=0

nc∑
l=0

(a†k+1/2 + ak+1/2)(l + 1/2)(a†l+1/2 − al+1/2)

)
: . (6.34)

As above, we solve the system by Bogolyubov transformation. We write the diago-

nalising modes

bω =
nc∑
k=0

Aω,ka
†
k+1/2 +Bω,kak+1/2 (6.35)

such that they solve

[hncg , bω] = ωbω. (6.36)

The left hand side of equation (6.36) is equivalent to

[hncg , bω] =
nc∑
k=0

Aω,k[h
nc
g , a

†
k+1/2] +

nc∑
k=0

Bω,k[h
nc
g , ak+1/2]. (6.37)

We calculate separately

[hncg , a
†
k+1/2] = (k + 1/2)a†k+1/2 +

g

2

nc∑
n=0

[
(k + 1/2)an+1/2 − (n+ 1/2)an+1/2

]

+
g

2

nc∑
n=0

{(n+ 1/2) + (k + 1/2)}a†n+1/2

(6.38)

and

[hncg , ak+1/2] = −(k + 1/2)ak+1/2 −
g

2

nc∑
n=0

[
(k + 1/2)a†n+1/2 − (n+ 1/2)a†n+1/2

]

− g

2

nc∑
n=0

{(n+ 1/2) + (k + 1/2)}an+1/2.

(6.39)

Equation (6.36) may now be solved for the coefficients of the creation and annihi-

lation operators respectively. We find that this equation amounts to the following
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constraints on the coefficients Aω,k, Bω,k:

Aω,k = − g/2

(k + 1/2)− ω
((k + 1/2)Aω + A′ω + (k + 1/2)Bω −B′ω),

Bω,k = − g/2

(k + 1/2) + ω
((k + 1/2)Bω +B′ω + (k + 1/2)Aω − A′ω).

(6.40)

where we define

Aω =
nc∑
k=0

Aω,k, A′ω =
nc∑
k=0

(k + 1/2)Aω,k,

Bω =
nc∑
k=0

Bω,k, B′ω =
nc∑
k=0

(k + 1/2)Bω,k.

(6.41)

Defining

F+ =
nc∑
k=0

1

k + 1/2 + ω
, F− =

nc∑
k=0

1

k + 1/2− ω
(6.42)

we have the following

nc∑
k=0

k + 1/2

k + 1/2 + ω
= (nc + 1)− ωF+ ,

nc∑
k=0

k + 1/2

k + 1/2− ω
= (nc + 1) + ωF− ,

nc∑
k=0

(k + 1/2)2

k + 1/2 + ω
=
nc(nc + 1)

2
+ (1/2− ω)(nc + 1) + ω2F+ ,

nc∑
k=0

(k + 1/2)2

k + 1/2− ω
=
nc(nc + 1)

2
+ (1/2 + ω)(nc + 1) + ω2F− .

(6.43)

We can now sum equations (6.40) over k and write

Aω = −g
2

((nc + 1) + ωF−)(Aω +Bω)− g

2
F−(A′ω −B′ω),

Bω = −g
2

((nc + 1)− ωF+)(Aω +Bω)− g

2
F+(B′ω − A′ω).

(6.44)
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Similarly, we multiply equations (6.40) by (k+1/2) and then sum over k to give

A′ω = −g
2

nc(nc + 1)

2
+ (1/2 + ω)(nc + 1) + ω2F−](Aω +Bω)

− g

2
((nc + 1) + ωF−)(A′ω −B′ω),

B′ω = −g
2

nc(nc + 1)

2
+ (1/2− ω)(nc + 1) + ω2F+](Aω +Bω)

− g

2
((nc + 1)− ωF+)(B′ω − A′ω).

(6.45)

Defining X = A′ω − B′ω, Y = Aω + Bω and writing ∆ = (F− − F+) and ξ =

2(nc + 1) + ω∆ we can write equations (6.44) and (6.45) as a system of two linear

equations  g
2
∆ (1 + g

2
ξ)

(1 + g
2
ξ) g

2
ωξ

 X

Y

 = 0 (6.46)

which is satisfied provided the determinant is 0 and therefore, that the following

transcendental equation is satisfied

ω∆ = − (1 + g(nc + 1))2

g(1 + g/2(nc + 1))
. (6.47)

Recalling that ∆ = F− − F+ =
∑nc

k=0
2ω

(k+1/2)2−ω2 , the spectral equation is

nc∑
k=0

2ω2

(k + 1/2)2 − ω2
= − (1 + g(nc + 1))2

g(1 + g
2
(nc + 1))

. (6.48)

Being an irrelevant coupling, g goes to zero along the RG flow. If however we

investigate the spectrum as we change g from zero to plus or minus infinity, thus

going backwards along the flow, we observe a curious pattern. For positive values

of g, solutions to (6.48) are comprised of light frequencies with values ωk ≈ k + 1/2

and a single heavy frequency Ωg that for large g is given by

Ωg ≈ |g|
(

nc + 1∑nc
k=0(k + 1/2)2

)1/2

. (6.49)
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The large g low lying spectrum is described by the equation

nc∑
k=0

2ω2

(k + 1/2)2 − ω2
= −2(nc + 1) (6.50)

that up to corrections of order 1/nc is given by half-integers. This means that the

excitation spectrum is changed by terms suppressed by nc. The low lying spectrum

practically does not flow.

Figure 6.4: Plotting the RHS of the spectral equation (6.48) for positive and negative
coupling g.

On Fig. 6.4 we see that for negative values of g we pass through a zero of the

function on the right hand side of (6.48) at g = −1/(nc + 1) and then a pole at

g = −2/(nc + 1) (shown as a dashed line on Fig. 6.4). Increasing g in absolute

value we thus first arrive at a point with low lying spectrum described in terms of

integer modes and then back to the same spectrum of the starting point g = 0. This

actually fits nicely with the absence of flow beyond in the boundary magnetic field

perturbation regulated the same way (with a fixed spectator). We know in that flow

that we approach the infrared fixed point along the T -perturbation with a negative

coupling. Following the empirical rule that near the infrared fixed point the incom-

ing flows get reflected, we depart the (continuum) infrared fixed point along the

T -perturbation with a positive coupling. But, as we have seen before, this inflicts

only minor corrections to the IR spectrum which are suppressed by nc. Note that to

observe the asymptotic multiplicities of the flows beyond we do not need to resort

to the normalised gaps ∆en
i as no energy rescaling seems to be generated by this
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truncation scheme. For the first model considered in this section, this was noted in

[66].

For the free spectator the mode truncated T -perturbation is described by

h̃ncg =
1

24
+

nc∑
k=1

k b†kbk −
g

2
:

([
nc∑
k=1

(b†k + bk) + b0

]
nc∑
l=1

l(b†l − bl)

)
: . (6.51)

In a similar way, we proceed with the solution via Bogolybuov transformation, with

the following ansatz for the diagonalising modes:

bω =
nc∑
n=1

(Aω,na
†
n +Bω,nan) + fωa0 (6.52)

Solving the equivalent of equation (6.36) we find the following equations for the

coefficients Aω,n, Bω,n:

Aω,nn+ g(nAω + A′ω)− g(B′ω − nBω) + ngfω = ωAω,n ,

−Bω,nn+ g(A′ω − nAω)− g(nBω +B′ω)− ngfω = ωBω,n ,

g(A′ω −B′ω) = ωfω. (6.53)

where

Aω =
nc∑
n=1

Aω,n, A′ω =
nc∑
n=1

nAω,n,

Bω =
nc∑
n=1

Bω,n, B′ω =
nc∑
n=1

nBω,n.

(6.54)

Taking the sum of the first two equations in (6.53) and summing over n we obtain

X(1 + 2gnc) = ωY (6.55)
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where we recall that X = A′ω −B′ω, Y = Aω +Bω. From (6.53) we also obtain

Aω,n = − g

n− ω
(n(Aω +Bω + fω) + A′ω −B′ω) ,

Bω,n = − g

n+ ω
(n(Aω +Bω + fω)− (A′ω −B′ω)). (6.56)

Summing both sides over n we obtain

Aω = −g[(Aω +Bω + fω)(nc + ωF−) + (A′ω −B′ω)F−] ,

Bω = −g[(Aω +Bω + fω)(nc − ωF+)− (A′ω −B′ω)F+]. (6.57)

We define F+ and F− in a similar manner as for the fixed spectator:

F+ =
nc∑
n=1

1

n+ ω
, F− =

nc∑
n=1

1

n− ω
. (6.58)

Taking the sum of these equations we obtain (recalling that ∆ = F− − F+)

Y = −g[(Y + fω)(2nc + ω∆) +X∆]. (6.59)

For ω 6= 0 we can also use the third equation in (6.53) to express

fω =
g

ω
X , ω 6= 0 (6.60)

Substituting this into (6.59) we obtain, together with (6.55) the following system of

linear equations:

X(1 + 2gnc)− ωY = 0 ,

Xg

(
2gnc
ω

+ (g + 1)∆

)
+ Y (g(2nc + ω∆) + 1) = 0 (6.61)

These equations have a solution provided the following spectral equation is satisfied

nc∑
n=1

2ω2

n2 − ω2
− 1 = −

(1 + g
2
(1 + 2nc))

2

g(1 + g(1 + 2nc)/4)
. (6.62)
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For small ω and large nc, we have an approximate spectral equation:

ω cot(πω) ≈
(1 + g

2
(1 + 2nc))

2

g(1 + g(1 + 2nc)/4)
(6.63)

where we have used that

nc∑
n=1

2ω2

n2 − ω2
≈

∞∑
n=1

2ω

n2 − ω2
= 1− πω cot(πω). (6.64)

These spectral equations are valid for ω 6= 0. They have the same qualitative fea-

tures as (6.48) with a bounce flow in the negative g direction, passing first through

a zero at g = −2
(1+2nc)

describing NS fermions with half-integer modes, followed by a

pole at g = −4
(1+2nc)

, describing integer modes and Ramond fermions. We have a “no

flow” in the positive g direction.

We must consider whether the zero mode exists as it is instrumental in ensuring

that we reproduce both towers of the NS spectrum at the intermediary fixed point

where the towers are built on an even and odd number of modes respectively.

Firstly, we note that at ω = 0 the third equation in (6.53) implies that

A′0 = B′0. (6.65)

Next, taking the sum of the first two equations in (6.53) implies that

A0,n = B0,n (6.66)

whilst taking their difference gives the following equation:

A0,n + 2gA0 + 2gf0 = 0. (6.67)

Taking the sum over n of (6.67) we can write A0 as

A0 =
−gncf0

(1 + 2gnc)
. (6.68)
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It is clear from this equation that a coupling value of g = −1
2nc

must be considered

separately. We return to this case shortly.

Continuing, therefore, for g 6= − 1
2nc

we may substitute (6.68) into equation (6.67)

which gives the following (by virtue of (6.66)):

A0,n = B0,n = − gf0

1 + 2nc
. (6.69)

If now we consider a coupling g = − 1
2nc

, equation (6.68) implies that

f0 = 0. (6.70)

Finally then, we may solve (6.67) once more to find that

A0,n = B0,n =
A0

nc
, (6.71)

which is constant. Therefore, the zero mode indeed always exists.

It is worth mentioning that in the continuum theory perturbations by T have a

very different character depending on the sign of the coupling. The operator T

restricted to a conformal boundary is proportional to the displacement operator.

Perturbing with a negative coupling is equivalent to displacing the boundary out-

wards, away from the bulk while perturbing with a positive coupling is equivalent

to displacing the boundary inwards. Consider the partition function on a cylinder

of length L and circumference R with the perturbed boundary condition imposed

on both ends, we have two possible quantisations which in string theory are usually

referred to as the closed and the open string channels4. In the open string channel

we represent the partition function in terms of the boundary (strip) spectrum while

in the closed string channel we use a representation of the boundaries in terms of

boundary states |α〉:

Z = 〈α| e−LHσ
cyl |α〉 (6.72)

4These were discussed previously, in section 2.2.
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where

Hσ
cyl =

2π

R
(Lσ0 − c/24) (6.73)

is the Hamiltonian on the cylinder generating translations in the σ direction. The

boundary state |α〉, written as the T-perturbation of, say, the fixed boundary con-

dition, reads

|α〉 = e
2πg̃
R
Lσ0 |+〉〉 (6.74)

where g̃ is the dimensionful coupling. For a positive T -perturbation, when the

boundaries move towards each other we obtain a singularity in the partition function

at the value of dimensionless coupling

gcrit =
g̃crit

L
=

1

2
(6.75)

when the unperturbed boundaries sit on top of each other. This clearly signals a

pathology of the boundary spectrum at this value of the coupling.

For negative values of the coupling the two ends of the cylinder are shifted away

from each other and there is no singularity. This behaviour is qualitatively similar

to the T T̄ perturbation of the bulk theories discussed in [76], [77].

We should emphasise that in considering the T -perturbation in this section we

solve the truncated version of the theory, not adding any counter terms which would

be needed in a continuum limit. Such regulated theories should then be very sensitive

to the method of regularisation. In the next section we take up the T -perturbation

in TCSA. It shows a qualitatively different behaviour from the mode truncated case

for positive couplings.

6.3 Perturbations by irrelevant operators in TCSA

As discussed in chapter 4 we assume that the TCSA Hamiltonian in the vicinity of

an IR fixed point can be described by a continuum theory with a tower of irrelevant

operators switched on. Under certain assumptions the flow towards a fixed point

gets reflected in the irrelevant operators space of couplings. In the models we studied

numerically the flows beyond eventually terminate with a “no flow” (that is, small

changes to the spectrum are suppressed as we increase ∆max). Presumably this can
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also be modelled as some particular perturbation of the fixed point by irrelevant

operators. The exactly solvable case of the T -perturbation in the mode truncation

scheme shows this. We would like to model this situation using TCSA numerics, that

is, find particular perturbations by irrelevant operators that in TCSA demonstrate

approximately no flow.

6.3.1 T -perturbations

We first consider, in the Ising model, the case when the IR fixed point is described in

terms of Ramond fermions. This corresponds to having a fixed boundary condition

on the flowing end of the strip and a free one on the spectator end. The leading

irrelevant operator along which the boundary magnetic field flows terminate is the

stress-energy tensor, T . The corresponding perturbed Hamiltonian is

hIR =
1

24
+
∞∑
k=1

k b†kbk −
g

2
:

([
∞∑
k=1

(b†k + bk) + b0

]
∞∑
l=1

l(b†l − bl)

)
: (6.76)

with a coupling constant g which we allow to vary freely. Taking a negative g and

increasing it in magnitude corresponds to flowing backwards along the boundary

magnetic field flow. For large enough |g| the higher dimensional irrelevant operators

will become important. We will neglect these in the initial analysis. Plots of the

normalised energy gaps for both signs of the coupling g are presented below on Fig.

6.5 against ln|g|.

(a) T perturbation of the Ramond Fixed
point with positive coupling with ∆max =
26.

(b) T perturbation of the Ramond Fixed
point with negative coupling with ∆max =
26.

Figure 6.5

We see that going in the negative g direction the spectrum describes a loop in the
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theory space when we first ‘reverse’ the flow from the UV fixed point given by the

free boundary condition and then flow back into the g = 0 fixed point. Interestingly

the same loop is observed when flowing into the unphysical positive g direction. The

only difference between the two directions is that for positive g the vicinity of the

UV fixed point is reached later than for the negative coupling. This is in contrast

with the exact solution for the mode truncated T -perturbation discussed in section

6.2 where there is a “no flow” for positive g perturbation.

We next consider the T -perturbation of the IR fixed point that corresponds to

having fixed boundary conditions on both ends. The perturbed Hamiltonian is

hIR =− 1

48
+
∞∑
k=0

(k + 1/2) b†k+1/2bk+1/2

− g

2
:

(
∞∑
k=0

(b†k+1/2 + bk+1/2)
∞∑
l=0

(l + 1/2)(b†l+1/2 − bl+1/2)

)
: .

(6.77)

This is described by a single primary tower in the NS fermions Fock space. We

choose the boundary conditions below to have the fixed up boundary condition on

the top end of the strip and the fixed down one on the bottom end with representa-

tion built on the Virasoro ε-tower. The numerical values for normalised energy gaps

are plotted on Fig. 6.6 against ln|g| for ∆max = 27.5 corresponding to a basis of 957

states.

(a) Perturbation of NS fermions (ε repre-
sentation) by T with positive coupling.

(b) Perturbation of NS fermions (ε repre-
sentation) by T with negative coupling.

Figure 6.6

The flow generated by this perturbation is described by the following diagram

(−)→ (f)→ (+) . (6.78)
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The spectrum interpolates between the two NS primary towers (the identity and

ε) with an intermediary fixed point describing the free boundary condition with a

fixed spectator. The fact that we flow beyond the (f) boundary condition towards

the reversed spin fixed boundary condition suggests that the relevant coupling of

ψ13 near (f) gets reflected, which seems to be the pattern with the flows beyond.

The spin reversal on the flowing end was not visible with the free spectator due

to the spin reversal symmetry. The reversal of spin in (6.78) also means that the

T -perturbation of the IR fixed point does not give the same loop as the flow beyond

starting from the UV fixed point (which we observed for the fixed spectator in section

6.1).

We also note that, as with the free spectator, the behaviour is qualitatively

different from that of the mode truncation scheme with both directions of the flow

containing a further flow beyond the fixed point. The flow is realised much earlier

for negative coupling as was also seen in the previous example.

We have also looked into the T -perturbation of the (+) boundary condition in

the tricritical Ising model. This is a stable infrared fixed point for the ψ13 flow

originating from the (0+) boundary condition under positive coupling discussed in

section 6.1. This is also the end point of the cascade of ψ13 flows from (-0) which

are equivalent, by spin reversal, to flows from (0+) with negative coupling ending

at (-), also discussed in 6.1.

The Hamiltonian describing this perturbation is

hIR = LIR
0 + gT (0). (6.79)

On Figure 6.7 we present plots of the normalised energy gaps against ln|g|.
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(a) T -perturbation of the (+) boundary
condition with the identity spectator in
TIM, positive coupling ∆max = 25.

(b) T -perturbation of the (+) boundary
condition with the identity spectator in
TIM, negative coupling ∆max = 25.

Figure 6.7

We observe that for both positive and negative coupling we move backwards

along the cascade of flows beyond discussed in section 6.1. Thus, the T -perturbation

alone does not quite describe the end of the cascade, generating instead, as in the

above examples, a flow back to the nearest UV fixed point first, followed by further

flows beyond before stopping. In the next section we discuss how higher dimen-

sion irrelevant operators added to T can qualitatively change the T -perturbation

spectrum for large positive coupling in the Ising model.

6.3.2 Higher order irrelevant perturbations in the Ising model

We would like to modify the irrelevant perturbation of the IR fixed point by adding

higher dimension operators to T . In doing so we try to find a situation of a ‘no flow’

in the reflected direction (positive coupling of T ). The higher dimension operators

we add are supposed to model, in the IR theory, the truncation effects of the UV

theory as well as the subleading irrelevant operators present in the continuum theory

on approach to the IR fixed point. The first operator of dimension higher than T

is : ψ∂3
τψ :. We have experimented adding it to the T -perturbation with different

relative signs and found significant changes in the asymptotic spectrum sensitive

to the relative sign. However we did not see a “no flow” situation. Adding other

fermionic bilinears does not change the situation drastically. It should be noted that

all fermion bilinears are closed under OPE and thus keep the perturbed continuum

theory within a certain subspace under the RG action. The smallest dimension
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operator that is not bilinear in the fermions is the operator

O4 =:ψ∂τψ∂
2
τψ∂

3
τψ : (6.80)

which is quartic in the free fermion field and has dimension 8.

Beginning at the IR point, we add a perturbation by the quartic term to see if

this can model the flows beyond near the IR fixed point. We consider perturbations

of the form:

hIR = LIR
0 + g(T (0)± ηO4(0)) (6.81)

where η is some fixed constant. The operator O4 has very large matrix elements.

To observe changes in the energy levels we found it convenient to set η = 5e−19.

Looking at the quartic interaction only, i.e. perturbing by ηgO4(0) only, we get the

following remarkably ordered picture (Fig. 6.8) in which the energy gaps ei− e0 are

presented against g.

Figure 6.8: Perturbation of NS (13) fermions by the quartic term for both positive
and negative coupling with ∆max = 25.5.

The behaviour is peculiar with almost all states dropping by one level at a very

distinct value of the coupling, which is then followed by an almost uniform linear

regime.

Next, in Fig. 6.9 we look at the normalised energy gaps ∆eni for different choices

of sign in (6.81) with ∆max = 25.5 corresponding to a state space of dimension

688. Here the spectator boundary condition is (+) and the initial flowing boundary
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condition is (−).

(a) Perturbation of NS fermions by T and
the quartic operator with positive g and
+η chosen in (6.81).

(b) Perturbation of NS fermions by T and
the quartic operator with positive g and
−η chosen in (6.81).

Figure 6.9

The intermediate and the final multiplicities are different when we change the

sign in front of η. For positive η we indeed reach the UV fixed point describing

Ramond fermions as one might expect. For negative η it is difficult to discern what

happens to the multiplicities in this intermediate regime where it does not look as

though the UV fixed point is reached. The asymptotic multiplicities, however, are

easy to read off in both cases. With the plus sign in front of η starting with the (−)

boundary condition we arrive at the (+) one that corresponds to the end point of the

T -perturbation flow (6.78). For the minus sign in front of η the end multiplicities are

the same as at the starting boundary condition. We get the same result for choosing

the spectator to be (−) that is the same as the initial boundary condition. Hence we

see that this particular irrelevant perturbation, given by (6.81) with the minus sign,

behaves like the end of the flow we observed in the flows beyond examples discussed

above5.

6.4 A maverick: Ising model with free spectator

In section 6.1 we reviewed a number of examples of flows beyond the fixed point.

Locality would imply that the qualitative behaviour of these flows is independent

of the choice of spectator boundary condition and indeed this is the case in the

tricritical Ising model. In the Ising model the reverse flows are observed in the

5The results are also similar whether we take positive or negative g.
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Ramond sector. For the free spectator we start with two primary towers present

in the UV theory: the identity and the ε-tower described by NS fermions. The

multiplicities for low lying states up to level 8 are shown in Table 6.1.

∆ 0 1/2 1 3/2 2 5/2 3 7/2 4 9/2 5 11/2 6 13/2 7 15/2 8

I - tower 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 3 0 5

ε - tower 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 4 0

I+ε towers 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 5

Table 6.1: Multiplicities of NS fermions.

For a reversed flow we would expect the asymptotic multiplicities to be the same

as the starting ones – given by both Virasoro towers. The numerical results plotted

on Figure 6.10 do not show this. Whilst we see that the IR fixed point is reached,

with the correct multiplicities, there is a further rearrangement of the spectrum

in the asymptotic regime where the multiplicities do not correspond to a Cardy

boundary condition.

(a) NS Sector. TCSA normalised energy
gaps with ∆max = 31.5 against ln|α|.

(b) NS Sector. TCSA normalised energy
gaps with ∆max = 32 against ln|α|.

Figure 6.10

Moreover the asymptotic spectra depend on the truncation scheme, falling into

two distinct patterns depending on whether ∆max is integer or half-integer. In

particular the asymptotic vacuum state becomes doubly degenerate for integer ∆max

while it is unique for half-integer ∆max. The flow certainly looks ‘deliberate’ and we

investigate this behaviour more closely now.

The low lying asymptotic spectrum, although not described by a fixed point, can
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still be described in terms of the NS Virasoro towers6. For half-integer ∆max one

should shift the weights in the ε-tower by 1/2 and add this to the identity tower. For

integer ∆max the asymptotic multiplicities can be obtained by shifting the weights in

the ε-tower by -1/2 and adding it to the identity tower. The resulting multiplicities

are illustrated in the two tables below.

∆ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
I - tower 1 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 5
ε - tower with weights shifted by +1/2 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 4
TCSA asymptotic multiplicities 1 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 9

Table 6.2: Observed multiplicities of the large coupling fixed point with half-integer
∆max.

∆ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I - tower 1 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 5

ε - tower with weights shifted by -1/2 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 5

TCSA asymptotic multiplicities 2 1 2 2 4 4 6 7 10

Table 6.3: Observed multiplicities of the large coupling fixed point with integer
∆max.

This pattern of shifted towers leads us to think that the important characteristic

of the truncation scheme is the difference between ∆1
max – the maximal conformal

weight in the truncated identity tower, and ∆ε
max – the maximal conformal weight

in the truncated ε- tower. The difference ∆ε
max−∆1

max is −1/2 when ∆max is integer

and +1/2 when ∆max is half integer. We test this pattern further using generalised

truncation schemes (3.5) in which we use arbitrary positive integers N1
max, N ε

max to

truncate the descendants in each tower. For such schemes we introduce a parameter

d = |∆ε
max −∆1

max| = |1/2 +N ε
max −N1

max| . (6.82)

Using schemes with different values of d we checked numerically that the asymptotic

spectrum is described by shifting the weights of the tower with the larger value of

6We are grateful to G. Watts for this observation.
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∆i
max by d units up. For illustration in Table 6.4 we give the asymptotic weights

corresponding to the scheme with N1
max = 30 and N ε

max = 31 that has d = 3/2.

∆ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
I - tower 1 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 5
ε - tower with weights shifted by +3/2 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 3
TCSA asymptotic multiplicities 1 0 2 2 3 3 5 5 8

Table 6.4: observed multiplicities of the large coupling fixed point with ∆max =
31.5, ∆1 = 30, ∆ε = 31.5 and d = 3/2.

For large values of the splitting parameter d the two towers become completely

decoupled (as far as the low energy states are concerned). The plot on Fig. 6.11

shows the normalised energy gaps for the scheme with N1
max = 7 and N ε

max = 21

with d = 14.5.

Figure 6.11: ∆eni against ln|α| for free spectator, positive coupling and N1
max = 7,

N ε
max = 21.

In the asymptotic regime the flow is dominated by the interaction matrix. The

perturbing term in (5.5) has a block structure with interacting terms coming only

from the mixing of states between the two towers. Increasing the split between the

two towers, we remove matrix elements from the interaction. The multiplicities of

the low lying spectrum match those of the smallest tower. The second tower is

essentially decoupled from this low lying spectrum. The tight band of levels that

are lifted in the asymptotic regime visible on the plot above corresponds to the

zero eigenvalue of the interaction matrix. Its multiplicity is given by the difference

between the dimensions of the two truncated towers.
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The split in energies between the two towers can be expected based on Renor-

malisation Group analysis of truncation effects introduced in [53]. As shown in [53]

whenever a self-coupling is present perturbatively, via a non-vanishing three-point

function of the perturbing operator, as is the case in TIM, it gives the dominant

truncation effect in the form of a coupling constant running with ∆max. In the Ising

model such a self-coupling is absent and it was shown in [54] that the leading trun-

cation effect can be described via a coupling to a non-local operator, (−1)N , where

N is the free fermion number7

N =
∞∑
n=0

a†n+1/2an+1/2 . (6.83)

As yet, there is no clear explanation for the quantisation that we have detailed pre-

viously. Looking at higher orders in perturbation theory may give some indication

as to why the scaling is bounded and the energy levels are shifted by precisely 1/2.

It appears to be important to understand in general when the non-local opera-

tors are important for TCSA truncation effects. We hope to return to this question

in future work.

6.4.1 A maverick: dual description

There is a dual description of this model which we may consider8. Starting with the

fixed up boundary condition on the upper boundary and a superposition of fixed

up and fixed down on the lower, we can add a boundary changing field perturba-

tion to the lower boundary. The Hilbert space in the UV is H(0) + H(1/2) and

the boundary changing field on the lower boundary has weight h=1/2. That the

models are dual (at least up to extra identity fields) can be easily seen by pulling

a σ topological defect off the top boundary of the previous picture and moving it

to the bottom boundary. The superposition of fixed up and fixed down boundary

conditions is realised according to the fusion rules.

7For the fixed spectator, the coupling to (−1)F cancels, explaining why we do not see these
shifted flows in this sector.

8We thank Gerard Watts for bringing this to our attention.
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This dual description contains an additional local operator, the identity, which we

can switch on. Adding I0 or I1/2 fields on the component boundaries on the bottom

edge into the action, or equivalently adding projectors onto the H(0) and H(1/2)

parts of the Hilbert space into the Hamiltonian, we can control the initial represen-

tation in the UV in such a way as to realise reverse flows beginning and ending at

the ‘maverick’ fixed points discussed above. Indeed, if in our initial picture, we add

±1/2I0 or ±1/2I1/2 to the free Hamiltonian in the UV, we begin the flow from one

of the two ‘maverick’ endpoints.

The plots on Fig. 6.12 below show the results of adding the identity operator in the

UV with the following Hamiltonian:

H = H0 ±
1

2
I0 + αψ13

The first plot shows results for positive coupling to the identity. We see the flow

beginning at the large coupling fixed point in the previous picture with integer trun-

cation and proceeding as before.

Shown in the second plot are the negative coupling results beginning at the large

coupling fixed point of the half-integer truncation picture, this time with a fur-

ther ‘reverse flow beyond’ similar to the sequence seen in the Ramond sector ψ13

perturbation.

(a) NS: H = H0+1/2I0 + αψ13 for ∆max =
25.

(b) NS: H = H0-1/2I0 + αψ13 for ∆max =
25.

Figure 6.12

Adding a term proportional to I1/2 to the UV allows us to control the initial
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fixed point in a similar way. We also note that the effect on the UV multiplicities

for half-integer ∆max is similar.

More work is needed to understand this picture more clearly. It is certainly curious

that the additional local operators can produce the same ‘maverick’ multiplicities,

now in the UV. However, many questions remain. The origin of the precise value

of the couplings is, as yet, unclear. Additionally, if we are to work in this picture,

it is desirable to understand how these operators behave under RG by running the

coupling.

6.5 Different truncation methods for TIM

Whenever we have more than one primary tower in the UV spectrum we can apply

the truncation schemes (3.5). In the tricritical Ising model for the UV boundary

condition (0+) and the spectator (d), the state space contains two Virasoro towers

corresponding to the primaries σ and σ′. For the truncation schemes with Nσ = 20

and Nσ′ = 18, 19 we find that for positive coupling the flow gets close to the (+)

fixed point and that the flows beyond are susceptible to these changes in truncation

scheme, with, in particular, some examples showing rearrangements in the multi-

plicities which do not correspond to a known fixed point. For negative coupling

we obtain a picture qualitatively different from the simple truncation scheme. Past

the first IR fixed point (0) we obtain a flow beyond to multiplicities that may not

correspond to a known fixed point (see the plot below where the vacuum becomes

degenerate). However, past this region the multiplicities rearrange further with the

3 low lying levels being the same as that describing the (−) boundary condition that

is the left end of the cascade of TCSA flows. On Figure 6.13 the reader can see a

plot of energy gaps normalised by dividing them by e2 − e0.

The effects of increasing the split in truncation levels between the two towers are

similar to the Ising model in the NS sector. However, some important differences do

remain. In particular, while for some truncation schemes we pass through a point

that cannot be identified as a fixed point, asymptotically we always recover the

multiplicities of the (−) fixed point for negative coupling. For positive coupling, the
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Chapter 6: Flows Beyond the IR Fixed Point

Figure 6.13: Normalised Energies (wrt E2) in the perturbed TIM with (d) spectator
for negative coupling. Respective truncation levels Nσ = 20, Nσ′ = 18.

multiplicities of the (+) fixed point are not always reached. For the simple truncation

scheme governed by ∆max we always flow through identifiable fixed points. The

difference with the Ising model can be explained by the absence in the latter of the

self-coupling of the ε operator that would be responsible for the leading truncation

effects [53].
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Conclusions

In this section we attempt to summarise our investigations.

This thesis has been concerned with the application of the Truncated Conformal

Space Approach to boundary perturbations of Conformal Field Theories, focusing

mainly on two areas of investigation: studying the TCSA spectrum on approach to

the IR fixed point and investigating the behaviour of the TCSA spectrum past this

point and the ‘flows beyond’ in particular.

In chapter 3, we introduced the Truncated Conformal Space Approach and detailed

a procedure for its technical implementation. This algorithm is for the construction

of a basis of states in a (Conformal) Field Theory described by the Virasoro alge-

bra. We have also included a short note on how such a procedure may be carried

out in the free fermion picture. Matrix elements of the perturbed Hamiltonian are

calculated for boundary perturbations by a primary operator Ψ. We have provided

some technical details on constructing the programme in Mathematica and included

some helpful principles for optimising the implementation. Associations, new in

Mathematica versions 10 and beyond, have been introduced. Incorporating these

into the TCSA routine allows for a vast increase in speed of both basis generation

and calculation of matrix elements.

In chapter 4 we offered a tentative explanation for why the leading truncation error

is linear. It is desirable to understand this better, confirming or disproving that sce-
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nario. It would be interesting to understand the subleading corrections and improve

upon the numerical accuracy of the method.

In chapter 5 we studied numerically how TCSA behaves near the IR fixed point.

We identified the leading truncation error in that region as a certain linear function.

We designed two methods that subtract the leading error and extract a numerical

approximation to the leading infrared exponent that is the dimension of the leading

irrelevant operator along which the RG trajectory approaches the fixed point. It

would be interesting to apply this method to other models and determine whether

the two linear regimes observed here are present there also.

In chapter 6 we studied the behaviour of TCSA energy levels past the closest ap-

proach to the IR fixed point. There we observed, confirming prior work by other

people, flows beyond where the energy levels rearrange their multiplicities passing

through several discernible regimes. We investigated how these flows depend on

the choice of the spectator boundary condition and on the choice of the truncation

scheme. We presented examples of 3 types of behaviour: when the flow beyond

arrives to a known fixed point, reversing a known RG flow; when the flow beyond

arrives to a set of multiplicities not corresponding to any fixed point; when there is

no flow beyond at all. We found that one scenario can be replaced by another when

we change the truncation scheme and/or the spectator boundary condition.

Our working hypothesis, discussed in section 4, is that the TCSA behaviour near

the IR fixed point can be described by the continuum theory with a number of irrel-

evant local operators switched on. Based on this, we described a possible scenario of

how the flow beyond may originate, starting at the IR fixed point, via the leading

irrelevant perturbation, with the reversed sign of the coupling. The behaviour of

the TCSA spectrum past the IR fixed point then depends heavily on the trunca-

tion scheme used. We were able to model the qualitative behaviour of TCSA flows

beyond by adding higher dimension irrelevant perturbations to the leading one, pro-

ducing a ‘no-flow’ situation. This could be used in future to model the end of a

sequence of flows in which a variety of irrelevant operators are switched on in the
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strong coupling limit of relevant perturbations of UV fixed points.

The assumption of locality of an effective description remains essential in describing

flows that pass or end at a physical fixed point. In some cases, like the boundary

magnetic field perturbation in the Ising model with a free spectator, we observed a

flow to an unphysical set of multiplicities. The fact that this depends on a choice of

spectator boundary condition suggests that some non-local operators may be needed

to describe TCSA corrections in such cases. This is corroborated by a perturbative

calculation in that model [54]. It is important for future progress to understand

theoretically in which cases the non-local operators are important and how to take

them into account, or how to modify the truncation scheme to suppress their effects.

We discussed a dual model of this theory which contains additional local operators

in the UV which may be switched on in order to control the UV starting point of

our flows. It would be useful to understand the effects of these operators on the IR

spectrum under RG flow. This dual model is constructed using a conformal defect

and is, therefore, irreversible. It would be interesting to establish an explanation

of how these local operators may be mapped to non-local operators in the original

description and to understand the relationship between these two descriptions more

completely.
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Appendix A

Dimensions of the Truncated

Space

A.1 The Ising model

Tables A.1 and A.2 contain the dimensions of the truncated physical space depending

on ∆max for the fixed spectator and the free spectator respectively.

∆max 17 19 21 24 26 29 32 34 36 40
dimension of trun-
cated space

207 307 447 762 1069 1739 2765 3725 4978 8697

Table A.1: Dimensions of truncated spaces of Ramond fermions.

∆max 19.5 20 24.5 25 29.5 30 34.5 35 37.5 38
dimension of trun-
cated space with even
number of oscillators

214 260 534 632 1217 1426 2611 3019 4020 4629

dimension of trun-
cated space with odd
number of oscillators

236 236 581 581 1317 1317 2809 2809 4315 4315

total dimension of
truncated space

450 496 1115 1213 2534 2743 5420 5828 8335 8944

Table A.2: Dimensions of truncated spaces of NS fermions.
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A.2 The tricritical Ising model

Table A.3 contains the dimensions of truncated physical space depending on ∆max

for the (d) spectator in TIM.

∆max 16 17 18 19 20
dimension of trun-
cated space

848 1082 1373 1731 2170

Table A.3: Dimensions of truncated spaces in the tricritical Ising model with (d)
spectator.
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Appendix B

Useful Technical Details: the

Tricritical Ising Model

B.1 Fusion rules

The non-trivial fusion rules for the tricritical Ising model are as follows:

ε× ε = I + ε′

ε× ε′ = ε+ ε′′

ε× ε′′ = ε′

ε× σ = σ + σ′

ε× σ′ = σ

ε′ × ε′ = I + ε′

ε′ × ε′′ = ε

ε′ × σ = σ + σ′

ε′ × σ′ = σ

ε′′ × σ = σ

ε′′ × σ′ = σ′

ε′′ × ε′′ = I

σ × σ = I + ε+ ε′ + ε′′

σ × σ′ = ε+ ε′

σ′ × σ′ = I + ε′′

(B.1)
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B.2 Results: normalised structure constants

Definition:

C̃
(abc)
ijk =

< ψ
(ab)
i (x)ψ

(bc)
j (y)ψ

(ca)
k (z) >

||ψ(ab)
i || ||ψ

(ca)
k ||

√
C

(bcb)1
jj

= C
(abc)k
ij

(
C

(aca)1
kk

C
(aba)1
ii C

(bcb)1
jj

)1/2

.

(B.2)

As an example calculation, we show:

C̃
(σε′σ)
σε′σ =

< ψ
(σε′)
σ ψ

(ε′ε′)
ε′ ψ

(ε′σ)
σ >

||ψ(σε′)
σ || ||ψ(ε′σ)

σ ||
√
C

(ε′ε′ε′)1
ε′ε′

= C
(σε′ε′)σ
σε′

(
1

C
(ε′ε′ε′)1
ε′ε′

)1/2

=
1

4
(1−

√
5)

(
2πΓ(4/5)

3Γ3(3/5)sin(2π/5)

)1/2

.

(B.3)

We now quote the results of the structure constants for the tricritical Ising Model.

σ spectator

• C̃(σε′ε′)
σε′σ =

1

4
(1−

√
5)

(
2πΓ(4/5)

3Γ3(3/5)sin(2π/5)

)1/2

.

• C̃(σε′ε′)
σ′ε′σ′ = 0.

• C̃(σε′ε′)
σε′σ′ =

√
3

2
.

• C̃(σε′ε′)
σ′ε′σ =

√
3

2
.

(B.4)
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σ′ spectator

• C̃(σ′ε′ε′)
σε′σ =

1

2

(
2πΓ(4/5)

3Γ3(3/5)sin(2π/5)

)1/2

. (B.5)

I spectator

• C̃(Iε′ε′)
ε′ε′ε′ =

(
2πΓ(4/5)

3Γ3(3/5)sin(2π/5)

)1/2

. (B.6)

ε spectator

• C̃(εε′ε′)
εε′ε =

1

2
(−1 +

√
5)

(
2πΓ(4/5)

3Γ3(3/5)sin(2π/5)

)1/2

.

• C̃(εε′ε′)
ε′′ε′ε′′ = 0.

• C̃(εε′ε′)
εε′ε′′ = −

(
3

7

)1/2

.

• C̃(εε′ε′)
ε′′ε′ε = −

(
3

7

)1/2

.

(B.7)

ε′ spectator

• C̃(ε′ε′ε′)
Iε′I = 0.

• C̃(ε′ε′ε′)
ε′ε′ε′ =

1

2
(1−

√
5)

(
2πΓ(4/5)

3Γ3(3/5)sin(2π/5)

)1/2

.

• C̃(ε′ε′ε′)
Iε′ε′ = 1.

• C̃(ε′ε′ε′)
ε′ε′I = 1.

(B.8)

ε′′ spectator

• C̃(ε′′ε′ε′)
εε′ε = −

(
2πΓ(4/5)

3Γ3(3/5)sin(2π/5)

)1/2

. (B.9)
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Appendix C

TCSA Runtimes

The following tables contain information on the runtime of the TCSA algorithm for

both the free fermion description of the Ising model with fixed spectator and the

Virasoro description of the tricritical Ising model with (d) spectator. Runtimes are

displayed for a number of different ∆max.

All times were recorded on a HP Pavilion TS 15 Notebook PC with Intel(R) Core(TM)

i5-4200U CPU @ 1.60GHz 2.30GHz processor, 8 GB RAM (7.78 useable) and 676

GB of storage.

Table C.1 contains the runtime in seconds for the constituent parts of the TCSA

algorithim in the free fermion basis of the Ising model with fixed spectator.

∆max 21 26 36
Basis Construction 1.56 8.82 248.51
Construction of
Hamiltonian Matrix

2.11 11.18 270.45

Calculation of spec-
trum (100 points)

12.17 87.36 3079.94

Table C.1: Runtime in seconds for TCSA algorithm in the Ising model with fixed
spectator in the free fermion basis.
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Table C.2 contains the runtime in seconds for the constituent parts of the TCSA

algorithim in the Virasoro basis of the tricritical Ising model with (d) spectator.

∆max 14 17 20
Basis Construction 28.03 240.92 2053
Calculation of OPE
coefficients

55.3 498.14 4672.69

Construction of
Hamiltonian Matrices

28.19 215.61 1596.89

Calculation of spec-
trum (100 points)

23.48 115.61 737.38

Table C.2: Runtime in seconds for TCSA algorithm in the tricritical Ising model
with (d) spectator in the Virasoro basis.
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